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Summary

For the life of a huge variety of different species molecular oxygen is needed. Photosynthesis is

the main process on earth that produces molecular oxygen. A crucial step in photosynthesis is

catalyzed by the Type II photosynthetic reaction center (RC): the conversion of chemical energy

into an electrochemical gradient by reducing and protonating a Coenzyme Q bound in the QB

binding site of the protein. The pigments of Type II RC, namely of the plant Photosystem II

RC (PSII RC) and of its evolutionary ancestor, the bacterial RC (bRC), are arranged in two

(pseudo-)symmetrical branches, the A- and the B-branch. In Type II RC proteins, the electrons

are transferred to QB via the A-branch while the B-branch is electron-transfer inactive. In the

thesis presented here the degree of conservation was analyzed for residues that tune the redox

properties of the pigments and direct the electron transfer along the A-branch. The quality of

such a conservation analysis depends critically on a correct multiple sequence alignment. Since the

bRC and PSII RC share only very little sequence identity, profile Hidden Markov Models including

structural information of the bRC and PSII RC were used to ensure a correct alignment. The

conservation analysis showed that the tuning of the pigment redox properties and direction of

electron transfer are conserved in bRC proteins but differ in PSII RC proteins. Correspondingly

the character of the two Coenzyme Q (QA and QB) binding sites differs between PSII RC and

bRC making it possible, that in PSII RC proteins QA can be protonated under stress conditions

(such as high light) whereas such a protonation is not possible in the bRC.

Interestingly, two alternative binding positions (proximal and distal) have been observed for

QB in the bRC of Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides. Experiments indicated, that QB changes its

orientation by 180◦ during movement from the distal to the proximal position. Together with crys-

tallographic experiments, my quantum chemical and continuum electrostatic calculations showed

that QB is likely to have the same orientation in both binding positions. A coupling between the

protonation of the ultimate proton donor groups (GluL212 and AspL213 of the L subunit) and the

population of the two QB positions was identified explaining the observed pH- and illumination

state dependence of the QB population. Moreover the protonation of these residues is needed to

keep the first reaction intermediate, the potentially cell damaging semiquinone state Q.−, bound

to the protein.

In contrast to the electron transfer via the A-branch, the mechanism of proton transfer to

QB differs significantly between PSII RC and bRC. For the bRC of Rb. sphaeroides key residues

of the proton transfer to QB were experimentally determined and proton entry points have been

proposed. However, the exact organization of proton transfer to QB is still not known. Two

alternative ideas are debated: either the protons are transferred via distinct proton transfer

pathways or via a huge network without distinct pathways, a proton sponge. The analysis of a
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multiple sequence alignment for the bRC subunits showed, that while the non-surface key residues

of the proton transfer to QB are conserved, the proposed proton entry points are not conserved

to the same extent. In addition, the hydrogen bonded network analysis revealed a huge network

spanning from the cytoplasm to QB in the bRC of Rb. sphaeroides and Blastochloris viridis.

Interestingly, these networks show a similar organization and both include all important non-

surface key residues, but the networks differ in respect of the determined proton entry points.

Both, the analysis of the conservation study and of the hydrogen bonded network, counter the

idea of distinct proton transfer pathways and heavily support the idea of a proton sponge. By

the combination of different approaches, such as conservation analysis based on multiple sequence

alignments, continuum electrostatics, quantum mechanics and hydrogen bond network analysis,

the work presented here succeeded in gaining further insights into the molecular details of the

QB binding site and the proton and electron transfer reactions to QB.

Zusammenfassung

Für das Leben einer Vielzahl unterschiedlicher Arten wird molekularer Sauerstoff benötigt. Auf

der Erde ist der wichtigste Prozess zur Herstellung von molekularem Sauerstoff die Photosynthe-

se. Ein entscheidender Schritt der Photosynthese wird durch den Typ II des photosynthetischen

Reaktionszentrums (RC) katalysiert: Die Umwandlung von chemischer Energie in einen elektro-

chemischen Gradienten durch die Reduzierung und Protonierung eines Coenzym Q Moleküls, dass

in der QB Bindungstasche des Proteins gebunden ist. Die Pigmente des Typ II RC, nämlich des

pflanzlichen Photosystem II RC (PSII RC) und dessen evolutionären Vorfahren, dem bakteriellen

RC (bRC), sind in zwei (pseudo)-symmetrischen Zweigen angeordnet, dem A- und dem B-Zweig.

In Typ II RC Proteinen werden die Elektronen entlang des A-Zweiges auf QB übertragen, während

der B-Zweig keine Elektronen übertragen kann. In dieser Arbeit wurde der Konservierungsgrad

von Resten untersucht, für die eine Beeinflussung der Redoxeigenschaften der Pigmente und der

Lenkung des Elektronentransfers entlang des A-Zweiges bekannt ist. Die Qualität einer Kon-

servierungsanalyse hängt massgeblich von einem korrekten multiplen Sequenzalignment ab. Da

bRC und PSII RC nur eine sehr kleine Sequenzidentität haben, wurden profile Hidden Markov

Modelle verwendet, welche die strukturellen Informationen der Proteine berücksichten, um ein

korrektes Alignment zu erhalten. Die Konservierungsanalyse zeigte, dass die Abstimmung von

Redoxeigenschaften der Pigmente und die Lenkung des Elektronentransfers im bRC konserviert

sind, aber in PSII RC abweichen. Zwischen bRC und PSII RC Proteinen gibt es dementsprechend

auch Unterschiede in den Eigenschaften der beiden Coenzym Q (QA und QB) Bindungstaschen,

die es ermöglichen, dass im PSII RC QA unter Stressbedingungen (wie hoher Lichtintensität)
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protonieren kann, während eine solche Protonierung im bRC nicht möglich ist.

Interessanterweise wurden im bRC von Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides zwei alternative Bin-

dungspositionen für QB (proximal und distal) festgestellt. Experimente deuteten an, dass QB

seine Orientierung um 180◦ ändert, während es sich von der distalen in die proximale Position

bewegt. Zusammen mit kristallographischen Experimenten zeigten meine quantenchemischen und

elektrostatischen Berechnungen, dass im bRC von Rb. sphaeroides QB wahrscheinlich die gleiche

Orientierung in beiden Positionen einnimmt. Eine Kopplung des Protonierungszustands der ter-

minalen Protonendonoren (GluL212 und AspL213 der L Untereinheit) und der Population der

beiden QB Bindungspositionen erklärt die beobachtete pH- und Zustandsabhängigkeit der QB

Population. Darüber hinaus müssen diese Reste protoniert sein, um das erste Reaktionszwischen-

produkt, das zellschädigende Semichinon Q.−, gebunden zu halten.

Im Unterschied zum Elektronentransfer entlang des A-Zweiges unterscheidet sich der Me-

chanismus des Protonentransfers zu QB massgeblich zwischen PSII RC und bRC. Im bRC von

Rb. sphaeroides wurden die wesentlichen Reste des Protontransfers zu QB experimentell bestimmt

und Protoneneintrittspunkte wurden vorgeschlagen. Die genaue Organisation des Protonentrans-

fers zu QB ist allerdings nicht bekannt. Zwei sich ausschliessende Ideen werden diskutiert: Die

Protonen werden entweder über unterschiedliche Pfade oder über ein grosses Netzwerk ohne

klar definierte Pfade, einem Protonenschwamm, transportiert. Die Auswertung eines multiplen

Sequenzalignments der bRC Untereinheiten zeigte, dass die wesentlichen, nicht auf der Protein-

oberfläche liegenden Reste des Protonentransfers konserviert sind. Die vorgeschlagenen Protonen-

eintrittspunkte sind aber nicht im gleichen Ausmass konserviert. Zusätzlich zeigte die Auswertung

des Wasserstoffbrückennetzwerks der bRC Proteine von Rb. sphaeroides und Blastochloris viridis

jeweils ein grosses Netzwerk, dass vom Cytoplasma bis zur QB Bindungstasche reicht. Interessan-

terweise haben diese Netzwerke einen ähnlichen Aufbau und beinhalten alle wesentlichen nicht

auf der Oberfläche liegenden Reste des Protonentransfers, unterscheiden sich aber in den ermit-

telten Protoneneintrittspunkten. Sowohl die Konservierungsstudie und als auch die Analyse des

Netzwerkes widersprechen der Idee von unabhängigen Protonentransferpfaden und unterstützen

die Idee des Protonenschwamms. Durch die Kombination unterschiedlicher Ansätze wie der Kon-

servierungsanalyse basierend auf multiplen Sequenzalignments, der Kontinuumselektrostatik, der

Quantenchemie und der Analyse der Wasserstoffbückennetzwerke, gelang es in dieser Arbeit ein

breiteres Wissen über die molekularen Details der QB Bindingungstasche und des Elektronen-

und Protonentransfer zu QB zu gewinnen.
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Type II Photosynthetic Reaction Centers

1 Photosynthesis and the Photosynthetic Reaction Center

For the evolution of life on earth, the oxygen-producing photosynthesis is of central importance.

Photosynthesis takes place in single-cell organisms such as purple bacteria as well as in chloroplasts

of highly-organized multi-cell organisms like plants. The photosynthetic apparatus is positioned

in specialized membranes such as inversions of the cytoplasmic membrane of bacteria or the

thylakoid membrane of chloroplasts in plants. In the photosynthetic process light is utilized as

the external energy source and converted into the chemical energy of adenosinetriphosphate (ATP)

inside the cell or cell component. ATP can then be used by other enzymes for the production

of organic biomass. In several species such as in green algae or in plants, oxygen is produced

during the photosynthetic process, whereas for example in purple bacteria no oxygen is produced.

Thus, one discriminates between oxygenic and anoxygenic photosynthesis. Independent of the

species and whether the process is anoxygenic or oxygenic, photosynthesis is always coupled to

the existence of a certain cofactor molecule: (bacterio-)chlorophyll (Bcl/Chl)1–3.

1.1 Components of the Photosynthetic Apparatus

As an example of an anoxygenic photosynthetic apparatus the one of purple bacteria is schemat-

ically depicted in Figure 1 and described in the following. The energy of sun light is absorbed by

specialized light-harvesting antenna proteins (LH1 and LH2) and transferred as excitation energy

to the photosynthetic reaction center (RC). In the RC, the excitation energy leads to charge sep-

aration at the level of the special pair (formed by two Bcl molecules and named P870 in Figure 1

due to its absorption maximum). Charge separation is followed by electron transfer to a termi-

nal electron acceptor species. By the following enzymes (the membrane spanning cytochrome

bc1 complex and the soluble electron carrier cytochrome c2), the special pair is rereduced, the

terminal electron acceptor is recycled and protons are pumped out of the cell leading to a proton

gradient through the cell membrane. The created proton gradient is than used to produce ATP

out of adenosinediphosphate and inorganic phosphate4. The here described photosynthetic ap-

paratus of purple bacteria is rather simple compared to the oxygenic photosynthetic apparatus

of green algae or higher plants. However, the photosynthetic apparatus of purple bacteria is not

organized in a linear chain in the cytoplasmic membrane as it is depicted in Figure 1 but in

supercomplexes5–7. Joliot et al. (2005)6 proposed, that a dimer of the bc1 complex is surrounded

by four RC/LH1 complexes. The RC/LH1 complexes are themselves surrounded by a layer of

LH2 proteins. The LH1 protein consists of two alternating subunits and forms a ring-like struc-

ture around a central RC protein. In some purple bacteria such as Rb. sphaeroides the ring is
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the bacterial photosynthetic apparatus. Light energy is converted

into a proton gradient by the action of LH1 and LH2 (colored in olive and dark-green) and the reaction center RC

(colored light-green). Cytochrome bc1 (cyt bc1; colored purple) and cytochrome c2 (cyt c2; colored yellow) restore

the function of the RC by oxidizing and deprotonating the terminal electron acceptor of the RC (QB) and by

reducing the primary electron acceptor group of the RC (P870). The generated proton gradient is used to produce

ATP out of ADP and Pi by an ATP-synthase (colored brown).

opened meaning that the subunits of the LH1 do not form a complete ring-like structure, but that

several subunits are missing to close the ring. For other purple bacteria such as Blastochloris (B.)

viridis a closed ring-like structure around the central RC is observed for the LH1 complex.8–10.

Apparently, the number of LH1 and LH2 complexes per RC and their organization differs from

species to species11–14. But the exact organization of the described supercomplexes is under

investigation8,14.

The oxygenic photosynthetic apparatus of green algae is depicted in Figure 2. As in purple

bacteria (see Figure 1), light is collected by two light harvesting complexes (LHC). In contrast

to the bacterial system, the LHCs are integrated as subunits in large protein complexes, the two

photosystems, namely Photosystem I (PSI) and Photosystem II (PSII). These protein complexes

consist of more than ten subunits and perform the central reactions15–17. By the LHC subunits

light is transferred as excitation energy to the special pair of the corresponding RC subunits. In

the RC of the PSI and PSII absorption of the excitation energy leads to charge separation of

the special pair (named P700 and P680 in Figure 2 for the PSI RC and PSII RC, respectively),

followed by electron transfer to a terminal electron acceptor. PSI RC and PSII RC differ in the

structure of their terminal electron acceptor: in PSI RC an iron-sulfur cluster is the electron
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Figure 2: The photosynthetic apparatus of plants. Light is converted into a proton gradient by the action

of two photosystems, PSI (colored light-olive) and PSII (colored light green). The functionality of both complexes

is coupled by the cytochrome b6f complex (cyt b6f ; colored purple) and the soluble electron carrier Plastocyanin

(PC; colored yellow). In addition to a created proton gradient, oxygen and NADPH+ + H+ are produced. Oxygen

is formed in the WOC (green) of the PSII. NADPH+ + H+ is formed by the action of the electron carrier protein

Ferredoxin (Fd; colored rose) and the FNR complex (colored red). The ATP synthase uses the created proton

gradient to produce ATP.

acceptor (Fe in Fig 2) whereas it is a Coenzyme Q (CoQ) molecule for PSII RC (Q in Fig 2). In

the PSII RC, the special pair is rereduced under the production of oxygen by the water oxidizing

complex (WOC) bound to the PSII RC18,19. The WOC is also named oxygen evolving complex

or water splitting complex in literature. The terminal electron acceptor of PSII RC is recycled

by the cytochrome b6f complex, which is evolutionary linked to the cytochrome bc1 complex in

purple bacteria (see Figure 1)20. During this recycling process, protons are pumped out of the cell

and electrons are transferred stepwise by the soluble protein plastocyanin from the b6f complex

to PSI. In the PSI RC, the electrons are used to rereduce the special pair. As in PSII RC, the

light-induced charge separation of the special pair is followed by electron transfer to the terminal

electron acceptor in PSI RC. The electrons are abstracted stepwise from the terminal electron

acceptor by the soluble protein ferredoxin. Two electron transfer steps by ferredoxin from PSI RC
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to the ferredoxin-NADP oxidoreductase (FNR) are needed to recycle NADPH+H+ from NADP+

and two protons. This process also contributes to proton gradient set-up photosynthetically.

The proton gradient is then used to produce ATP (like in purple bacteria; see Figure 1). Both

ATP and NADPH+H+ are used for the conversion of carbondioxide into biomass in the dark

reaction, the Calvin cycle15. The described linear photosynthetic electron flow in the oxygenic

photosynthetic apparatus can only be achieved, if the same amount of light is absorbed by the

LHCs of PSI and PSII. Often the same light absorption at PSI and PSII is not possible. In the

oxygenic photosynthetic apparatus several mechanisms exist to set up a proton gradient even

without such light conditions like cyclic photosynthetic electron transport or special soluble light

harvesting antenna, which can transport excitation energy from one complex to the other15.

1.2 Evolution of Photosynthetic Reaction Centers

All RC proteins are evolutionary related and share a common design21–26. However, since they

differ in the terminal electron acceptor, the RC proteins can be grouped into two classes: Type

I and Type II RC proteins. Type I RC proteins use an iron-sulfur cluster, whereas Type II RC

proteins use a CoQ molecule as terminal electron acceptor. Both groups contain RC proteins of

bacteria as well as of eukaryotes2. The previously described anoxygenic photosynthetic apparatus

of purple bacteria (see Figure 1) contains a Type II bacterial RC (bRC). The oxygenic photosyn-

thetic apparatus of green algae (see Figure 2) contains a Type I RC protein in PSI and a Type II

RC protein in PSII (PSII RC). It is generally accepted, that the Type I and Type II RC proteins

share a common evolutionary ancestor23–26. But until now, the exact evolutionary tree of RCs is

still under debate24. The selective loss model assumes, that the Type I bRC is the ancestral RC

for all subsequent forms. During evolution the loss of the iron-sulfur center, gene splitting, gene

duplication and divergence resulted in the other now existing RC proteins23,24. In contrary, it is

assumed in the fusion model, that the Type I and Type II RC proteins evolved independently in

different bacterial species and were brought together in one species by gene fusion24–26.

1.3 Structural Organization and Function of Type II Reaction Centers

In the following the components and structural features of Type II RC proteins will be described

in more detail, since only Type II RC proteins were used in this study. However, apart from the

terminal electron acceptor, similar cofactor organization and structural composition is also found

in Type I RC proteins21,27.

The bRC consists of up to four subunits, the L, M, H and C subunit28. It is known, that in

species like the purple bacterium Rb. sphaeroides with a bRC containing an H subunit, several

residues of the H subunit are of functional importance for proton transfer to QB. In species with
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BclA2BclB2

BphABphB

Fe2+
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a) Structure b) Cofactor organization

Figure 3: Structure and cofactor organization of the bacterial reaction center. (a) The structure of

the bRC from Rb. sphaeroides is shown. The subunits L (orange), M (cyan), and H (grey) and the cofactors are

depicted. (b) The cofactor molecule organization with the pseudo-symmetry axis of the bRC from Rb. sphaeroides

is shown. The figure is made using vmd33 and based on the crystal structure 2C8J34.

bRC containing a C subunit like B. viridis, the electrons from cytochrome c2 are accepted by

one of the heme cofactor molecules bound by the C subunit and are transferred through the Bcl

cofactors to the special pair.29,30 The L and M subunits form the core of the protein. In Figure 3

the bRC of Rb. sphaeroides and its cofactor organization is depicted. The PSII RC is formed

by the PSII subunits D1 and D2, and forms together with more than twenty subunits the PSII

complex31. The other subunits are involved in regulation, light harvesting, proton transfer to

CoQ and self-protection against too much light19,31,32. The structure of the PSII RC and the

organization of the cofactors bound by these subunits is depicted in Figure 4. The subunits L and

M of the bRC and the subunits D1 and D2 of the PSII RC are superimposable and show the same

fold of five membrane-spanning helices35. In both proteins, the two subunits are symmetrically

arranged (see Figure3a and Figure 4a). However, the L, M, D1, and D2 subunits show only

about 5 % sequence identity36, which is a value often found in comparison of random protein

sequences37. Thus, based on the sequence identity the observed structural similarity and the

evolutionary relationship would not have been suggested.

By the L and M, and the D1 and D2 subunits, respectively, the redox cofactors are bound,

which are needed for the light-induced reduction reaction. The cofactors are four Bcl/Chl

molecules, two (bacterio-) pheophytin (Bph/Phe) molecules, two CoQ molecules and a non-heme
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Figure 4: Structure and cofactor organization of the Photosystem II reaction center. (a) The PSII RC

structure of T. elongatus consisting of the D1 (red) and D2 (blue) subunits and cofactors is shown. (b) Cofactor

organization of the PSII RC of T. elongatus. Also the WOC (Mn4Ca; Mn and Ca ions are shown in green and

orange, respectively) and the peripherical accessory chlorophylls (ChlzD1, ChlzD2) are depicted. The figure is made

with vmd33 based on the crystal structure 2AXT31.

iron atom35. The cofactors are arranged in two membrane-spanning branches A and B as shown

in Figure 3b for the bRC and in Figure 4b for the PSII RC. Each branch consists of two Bcl/Chl

molecules, a Bph/Phe molecule and a CoQ molecule. In the bRC protein, the transfer of exci-

tation energy leads to charge separation of the special pair, which is formed by the two first Bcl

molecules of the A and B branch (by BclA1 and BclB1; see Figure 3b). The A and B branch

show the same symmetric cofactor composition, but the electron transfer through the protein is

asymmetric. Only the A-branch is electron transfer active in wild-type RC of Rb. sphaeroides.

Initiated by the transfer of excitation (or light) energy, the electron is transferred from the special

pair via the named cofactors of the A-branch to the first CoQ bound in the QA site and from

there finally to the second CoQ molecule bound in the QB site of the RC protein. However, also

the B-branch is able to transfer electrons as well38–41. Such a B-branch electron transfer is only

observed when the relative energy levels of the A- and B-branch cofactors is modulated like for

example in QA-deficient mutants42,43. Although the non-heme iron is situated between QA and

QB, experiments showed that it is not part of the electron transfer chain to QB
44,45. In most

bacterial species, an additional carotenoid molecule is bound to the bRC. However, it is also

not involved in the electron transfer to QB but it has an important role in the self-protection of
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the bRC under stress conditions such as high light28,46. In the PSII system several carotenoid

molecules are bound16,31,47.

The here described charge transfer to QB in the bRC is only slightly altered in PSII RC

proteins. Based on several experiments it was suggested that the first charge separation does not

occur at the special pair in PSII (formed by ChlD1−1 and ChlD2−1; see Figure 4b) but at the level

of the second chlorophyll in the A-branch (ChlD1−2; see Figure 4)48–51. In both the bRC and PSII

RC proteins, two electron transfer reactions and the binding of two protons to QB lead to the

fully reduced and protonated quinol, which leaves the QB site and is replaced from the CoQ pool

by a fully oxidized CoQ molecule (see Figure 1 and Figure 2) closing the reaction cycle. However,

there are differences between the cofactor organization of bRC and PSII RC proteins. First, in

each branch of PSII RC proteins an additional peripherical accessory chlorophyll molecule (Chlz ;

see Figure 4b) is bound. The peripherical accessory chlorophyll molecules (ChlzD1 and ChlzD2)

do not participate in electron transfer from the special pair to QB. But experiments showed,

that they are likely to be involved into self-protection of the protein against too much light32,52

and in the transfer of the excitation energy from the LHC subunits to the special pair52,53. The

WOC, which is a central part of the PSII RC proteins, is absent in bRC. In the WOC, water

is split into protons and oxygen (see Figure 2). The WOC is formed by a manganese-calcium

cluster (four manganese ions and one calcium ion, see Figure 4b), a chloride ion, and a ’special’

conserved tyrosine YZ (D1-161 in Thermosynechococcus elongatus) located near to the manganese-

calcium cluster. Tyrosine YZ abstracts electrons from the manganese cluster forming a tyrosine

radical intermediate54. The manganese cluster is than reoxidized by reducing water to oxygen

and protons. The protons are transferred to YZ and from there via a proton transfer pathway

to the lumen55. Until now the exact geometry of the manganese cluster is not known, since the

geometry of the cluster is not resolved exactly in the existing crystal structures16,31,47,56. But

based on mutational studies, several residues were identified influencing the manganese cluster

and the oxygen formation57–60. Most of these residues are located in the D1 subunit. However an

additional subunit is part of the PSII complex, which is involved in the stabilization and function

of the manganese-calcium cluster61,62.

A milestone in photosynthetic research are the first crystallographically determined structures

of the bRC proteins of the purple bacteria Rb. sphaeroides and B. viridis in the eighties of the last

century63,64. Later also the three-dimensional structure of the bRC of thermophilic cyanobac-

terium Thermochromatium tepidum65 was determined crystallographically. Nowadays more than

fifty different crystal structures of the bRC from the named three species are deposited in the

RCSB protein data base66,67, including wild-type and mutant structures, and structures obtained

at different pH values, under different crystallization conditions and with different crystallization
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methods. In addition, in the last decade first crystal structures of the complete PSII RC protein

were solved crystallographically with reasonable resolution16,31,47. In the past, the bRC was of-

ten studied as a model for the more complex PSII protein, since most of the functions (such as

electron transfer to CoQ or inhibition by triazine herbicides) are conserved between the proteins.

Furthermore the bRC is an ideal protein to study protonation dependent redox reactions, since

the electron and proton transfer to QB are coupled. A wide variety of different experimental

procedures and protocols were developed and used gaining a good overall description of the bRC

protein and its function. However details of the reaction mechanisms such as the proton transfer

to QB remain still unclear.

2 Mechanism of the Bacterial Reaction Center

Despite of the wide variety of different experimental and theoretical studies and the huge amount

of information about the reaction and function of bRC, several questions remain unclear. For

example, the key residues of proton transfer are well known but the exact organization of the

proton transfer network is not determined yet. Since the work presented here is focused on the

molecular details of the QB site of the bRC and proton and electron transfer reactions to QB,

the two CoQ binding sites, the catalytic cycle and the proton transfer to QB will be summarized

and open questions will be emphasized. In the following, the numbering of key residues refers to

the one of Rb. sphaeroides. Whenever the information is not taken from studies of the bRC of

Rb. sphaeroides, it is explicitly mentioned.

2.1 The Coenzyme Q Binding Sites

Type II RC proteins all have two CoQ molecules bound (see Figure 3b and Figure 4b), which are

crucial for the light-induction reaction. For each of these CoQ molecules a binding site (QA and

QB biding site) exists. In bRC as well as in PSII RC proteins, the two binding sites are connected

via a distance of about 15 Å by the non-heme iron with its ligands (HisL190, HisL230, HisM219,

HisM266, and GluM234 in the bRC) as it is depicted in Figure 5. However, in PSII RC proteins,

the fifth ligand is not a glutamate residue, but a bicarbonate68. The two binding sites differ in

their structure and in thus, the two CoQ molecules differ in their function. In the following the

structural details and the functionality of each binding site will be described for bRC proteins.

Crystal structures of the bRC of Rb. sphaeroides revealed two positions of CoQ in the QB

binding site: distal and proximal to the non-heme iron69,70 (see Figure 6a). In these structures, QB

has to move by 4.5 Å in the binding site to change its position from distal to proximal. Moreover,

it was proposed based on crystallographic information, that the head group of QB has to undergo

a 180◦ rotation during the movement70. Crystallographic experiments at pH 8.5 showed, that
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Figure 5: The connection between the two Coenzyme Q binding sites. The QB (distal position green;

proximal position brown) and the QA (cyan) binding sites are connected via the non-heme iron with its ligands

(HisL190, HisL230, HisM219, HisM266, and GluM234). In addition some important residues of each binding site

are shown. The figure is made using vmd33 and based on the crystal structure 2C8J34.

the population of the two positions depend on the illumination state of the protein: In the

neutral, dark-adapted state, QB is bound to 45 % in the proximal position whereas it is bound

to 90 % in the proximal position under illumination69. Moreover, a theoretical study suggested

that the population of the two positions is pH dependent71. Mutational and crystallographic

studies showed, that the amino acid at the position L209 influences the position of QB in bRC of

Rb. sphaeroides72,73. In the ProL209→Tyr mutant, QB occupies a single binding position similar

to the proximal one of the wild-type. In the ProL209→Phe mutant, QB occupies a single position,

which is intermediate between the proximal and the distal position of the wild-type. But the

binding position of QB in the ProL209→Glu and the ProL209→Thr mutants resembles the wild-

type situation72,73. In the wild-type bRC proteins of B. viridis, however, an alanine is found at the

L209 position. A recent crystallographic study showed, that in crystals of the bRC from B. viridis

the proximal position is predominantly occupied by QB independent of the illumination state of

the protein74. A molecular dynamics study simulated spontaneous movement of QB from the

distal to the proximal position, in both, the QAQB and the Q.−
A QB state. For these calculations

they used a QB in the distal position which has the same orientation as in the proximal one,

i. e. is not rotated by 180◦. By further examination using the adiabatic mapping method, they

were able to show, that such a rotation of 180◦ of QB during movement from distal to proximal
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Figure 6: The two Coenzyme Q binding sites of bacterial reaction center proteins. (a) The QB site

of bRC is shown with the quinone its proximal (brown) and distal (green) position. (b) The QA binding site of

bRC with a both CoQ molecule (brown). In both pictures, important residues for binding as well as the non-heme

iron (purple) are shown. The figure is prepared with vmd33 using the crystal structure 2J8C34.

is energetically not feasible. Thus, the authors of this molecular dynamics study concluded, that

observed distal position is unproductive75. Therefore, the two different QB positions are unlikely

to be important for the catalytic reaction74,76,77.

In most bRC proteins, the two bound CoQ molecules are chemically identical like for example

in both binding sites of the bRC from Rb. sphaeroides a ubiquinone molecule is bound. Moreover

both sites are symmetrically located in the protein (see Figure 3) and some important residues

are equivalent: in both binding sites an aromatic residue forms a π− π interaction with the CoQ

molecule (TrpM252 in the QA site and PheL126 in the QB site; see Figure 6) and a hydrogen bond

is formed to a histidine ligating the non-heme iron (HisM219 in the QA site and HisL190 in the QB

site; see Figure 6) located in the corresponding site. However it has been shown experimentally,

that the behavior of QA and QB differs substantially78. QA accepts only one electron and no

proton whereas QB accepts two protons and two electrons. Moreover the QB can leave the

bRC whereas QA remains bound. Experiments with the bRC of Rb. sphaeroides showed that the

distinct behavior of the proximally bound QB and QA is not caused by differences in their structure

but by differences in the local protein environment like different hydrogen bonding patterns in

the two binding sites79–81. The two carbonyl oxygen atoms of a proximally bound QB are weakly
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and symmetrically bound (by HisL190 and the backbone of L224; see Figure 6a), whereas the two

carbonyl oxygen atoms of QA are bound with asymmetric strength (by HisM219 and the backbone

of M260; see Figure 6b). The asymmetrical hydrogen bonding leads to a change in the electronic

structure of the radical Q.−
A compared to the radical in solution making a second reduction of QA

unlikely82,83. Moreover, electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) spectroscopy experiments

showed recently, that the hydrogen bonds to QA are significantly shorter in the Q.−
A state compared

to the neutral quinone state leading to a stabilization of the radical anion81. The sidechain

character at the position M260 (an alanine in the wild-type; Rb. sphaeroides) is important for

the binding of QA, even so it is not forming interaction with QA. But the mutation of Ala to

a bulky aminoacid such as tryptophane leads to an exclusion of QA since the mutation makes

the QA site too small for binding a CoQ molecule42,43. Exclusion of QA can also be achieved

by mutation of AlaM248→Trp42,43. Moreover, the mutation of IleM265 leads to a changed QA

binding affinity and to a changed midpoint potential of QA indicating that IleM265 is in van-

der-Waals contact with QA
78,84. Experiments showed, that, also not directly involved in binding

of QA, the character of the sidechain of M266 (histidine in the wild-type; Rb. sphaeroides) is

important for correct functioning of QA
85. HisM266 is moreover a ligand of the non-heme iron.

In contrast to QA, there are polar and acidic residues near QB, in particular SerL223, GluL212

and AspL213. In the wild-type bRC proteins of B. viridis, an asparagine is found at the posi-

tion L213. The named three residues (L223, L212 and L213) are crucial for proton transfer to

QB
86,87. The key residues of proton transfer and proposed proton transfer pathways are dis-

cussed later in detail. In contrast to the polar environment of QB, QA is situated in an unpolar

environment making a proton transfer to QA rather unlikely. In fact proton transfer to QA is

never observed. At the corresponding, symmetry-related positions of GluL212 and AspL213, two

alanines are located (M246 and M247; see Figure 6) in the QA site. The functional importance

of the different character of the aminoacids at the position L212/M246 and L213/M247 in the

two binding pockets are highlighted in experiments with site-specific mutants: the double mu-

tants GluL212-AspL213→Ala-Ala (AA strain) and AlaM246-AlaM247→Glu-Asp as well as the

quadruple mutant GluL212-AspL213-AlaM246-AlaM247→Ala-Ala-Glu-Asp (RQ strain) are not

able to grow photosynthetically88–90. A recent study combining neutron scattering and Brownian

dynamics experiments, showed that in the AA mutant (with or without an additional mutation at

M249) the flexibility of the protein is increased compared to the wild-type protein91. Since rigidity

in catalytic sites is thought to be important for the function of the protein, the increased flexibil-

ity of the AA mutant might be the reason for the observed inability to grow photosynthetically.

However, photoactivity of these mutants could be restored by further, second-site mutations such

as the ArgM231→Leu or the AsnM44→Asp mutation in case of the AA mutant92. Also for the
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Figure 7: Redox- and protonation cycle of QB. The light-induced reaction in the RC of Rb. sphaeroides is

schematically depicted. During the reaction two electrons and two protons are transferred to QB. Nine steps are

needed for a complete reaction cycle: step 1/4 - electron transfer to QA and re-reduction of the special pair; step 2

- proton uptake from cytoplasm and transfer to GluL212; step 3/6 - electron transfer to QB; step 5 - proton uptake

from cytoplasm and transfer to Q.−
B ; step 7 - internal proton transfer to QBH.; step 8/9 - QH2 is replaced by Q in

the QB site. For more details see text.

RQ mutant, photoactivity can be restored, for example by the introduction of additional muta-

tions at the positions L213 and M44 (AlaL213→Tyr; AsnM44→Asp)88. Thus, even though the

different character of two binding sites seems to be important for the reactivity of the protein,

the bRC is very robust, meaning that it can restore its function by second site mutation in case

of loss of function mutations in the CoQ binding sites.

2.2 Proposed Catalytic Cycle

In the following, the catalytic cycle of reduction of QB is described based on the cycle proposed by

Ädelroth et al. (2000)93. Many of the catalytic steps are experimentally determined today, but

some steps of the here presented reaction cycle are still controversially discussed like for example

whether GluL212 is protonated before or after the first reduction of QB. Whenever a proposed
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step of the catalytic cycle is still debated it will be mentioned in the following.

The light induced reaction cycle (see Figure 7) starts with the electron transfer from the

special pair via the A-branch to the primary quinone (Figure 7: step 1). For each of the two

reductions of QB, photon absorption by illumination of the bRC samples or excitation energy

transfer from the LH complexes (see Figure 1) is needed in the bRC for a photo-induced electron

transfer. To reactivate the special pair for the next electron transfer step, the oxidized special

pair is reduced by electron transfer from the soluble electron carrier cytochrome c2 (see Figure 1).

From the reduced primary semiquinone Q.−
A , the electron is transferred over 15 Å to the quinone

QB (Figure 7: step 3), which results in the formation of the semiquinone Q.−
B

86,87. Experiments

showed, that during the semiquinone formation of either Q.−
A or Q.−

B a proton
(
H+(2) see Figure 7

)
is taken up at neutral pH, leading to experimentally measured substochiometric proton uptake

during the formation of Q.−
A and Q.−

B
94. The described substochiometric proton uptake was

observed for bRC of different bacteria species94–96. The protonation of GluL212 during the first

reduction step was determined experimentally97. Moreover it was shown that this proton is later

used to protonate the doubly reduced QB (see Figure 7: step 7). But whether the protonation of

GluL212 occurs after the reduction of QA (like it is shown in Figure 7; step 2) or of QB is still

under debate98–102. The proposed proton uptake mechanisms and pathways will be discussed in

the next section.

The two CoQ binding sites are connected to each other by the non-heme iron and its ligands

(see Figure 5). The 15 Å distance between QA and QB is bridged by hydrogen bonds through

the His-Fe2+-His-connection (QB-HisL190-Fe2+-HisM219-QA). This connection could be used for

the transfer of the electron from Q.−
A to QB. But experiments with bRC in which the non-heme

iron is depleted or replaced with other divalent metals measured an almost unchanged electron

transfer rate: in iron depleted bRC proteins the electron transfer rate is reduced by a factor

of about two and in reconstituted bRC proteins the wild-type rate is restored44. Moreover, in

a kinetic X-ray absorption experiment, no oxidation of the non-heme iron was observed during

electron transfer103. These experiments showed that the non-heme iron is not involved in the

electron transfer reaction from Q.−
A to QB. A time-resolved Fourier transform Infrared (FTIR)

spectroscopy experiment determined that QB is reduced previous to the oxidation to Q.−
A during

the first reduction step104. This observation indicates that QB cannot be directly reduced by

Q.−
A but by an intermediary electron donor, which cannot be the non-heme iron103,104. But the

existence of such a intermediary electron donor between QA and QB is still under debate105.

The first reduction of QB is comprised of the upper described steps (step 1 to 3; see Figure 7).

Rates were measured spectroscopically for the first reduction (k1
AB; see Figure 7) to be about

4 ·103 s−1 at pH 8.5 and to be pH-dependent:99 With increasing pH (pH > 8.5), the first electron
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transfer rate k1
AB decreases indicating the involvement of a protonation step

(
k2

H+

)
. As explained,

the first proton uptake does not lead to a protonation of QB but to a protonation of the nearby

GluL212 (see Figure 7). Measuring the first electron transfer rate k1
AB in different ’substituted’

bRC proteins, in which the naturally bound QA is replaced by different CoQ species with varying

redox potentials, showed, that the electron transfer rate k1
AB is not changed independent of the

used CoQ species106,107. Such a driving force assay is used to determine, whether a measured

electron transfer rate is determined by the electron transfer or by any other (slower) process, like

a conformational change. In the case of the bRC, the first measured electron transfer rate k1
AB

is independent on the redox potential of QA and thus of the electron driving force. This means,

that a slow step with the rate kc determines the measured electron transfer rate k1
AB

106,107.

The rate determining step could be a conformational change. Such a process is also named

conformational gating. Measurements at pH 8.5 estimated the first protonation rate k2
H+ to be

about 500 s−1, and the conformational gating to be about 4 · 103 s−1. In the past it was thought

that the conformational gating is the change of QB from the distal (unproductive) to the proximal

position. But for bRC proteins, in which QB is only bound to the proximal position (like the

ProL209→Tyr mutant) a more pronounced gating was observed72. Moreover, if the movement of

QB would be rate-limiting for the gating step, the rate of this gating should depend on the isoprene

chain length of QB, which is not the case108,109. Thus, the idea of the movement of QB between

the two positions being the gating mechanism is nowadays thought to be very unlikely72,74,76,77.

An ENDOR spectroscopy study of the wild-type bRC protein and SerL223→Ala mutant showed,

that SerL223 must be involved in the gating. When QB is bound, SerL223 is likely to form a

hydrogen bond to AspL213, however, when QB is reduced, the hydrogen bond is formed between

SerL223 and the semiquinone. But in a FTIR experiment the interaction of SerL223 with QB

or Q.−
B could not be verified110. Thus, is was concluded, that the hydrogen bond cannot be the

main factor determining the gating. Until today, the exact molecular mechanisms leading to the

observed gating are not determined.

After first reduction of QB (step 3; see Figure 7), illumination leads to the second electron

transfer to the primary quinone QA (step 4). Cytochrome c2 reactivates the oxidized special pair

by rereduction. In contrast to the first electron transfer from Q.−
A to QB, the second electron trans-

fer is coupled with the protonation of Q.−
B (Figure 7: step 5). The first, fast step of proton-coupled

electron transfer is the protonation of Q.−
B leading to the energetically unfavorable semiquinone

intermediate QBH. (see Figure 7: step 6)106,111–113, followed by the second, rate-limiting step,

the second electron transfer from Q.−
A , forming the doubly-reduced and singly-protonated quinol

QBH.− (see Figure 7: step 7). The here described proton-coupled second electron transfer was

discussed controversially for a long time106,111,112,114–116. Earlier proposed reaction cycles of
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doubly reducing and protonating of QB included the formation of the doubly-reduced and de-

protonated intermediate, the quinol Q2−. In such a cycle the protonation and reduction steps

would be separated. However, Graige et al. (1996) were able to rule out models with separated

protonation and reduction steps by experiments with a series of ’substituted’ bRC proteins in

which different naphtoquinone molecules are bound to the QA site106. Additionally, spectroscopic

experiments with the bRC of Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides in chromatophores detected the

protonated semiquinone species QBH. below pH 7 after the first electron transfer step113. The

second reduction rate k2
AB is with 3.5 · 102s−1 (measured at pH 8.5) slower compared to the first

reduction rate k1
AB. Also the second reduction rate k2

AB describes a two-step process, first the

fast protonation of the semiquinone (with the rate k1
H+) and a slow electron transfer from Q.−

A

(with the rate kET ) as it is shown in Figure 7. The protonation rate k1
H+ and the electron trans-

fer rate kET were estimated to be around 350 s−1 and 3.5 · 102 s−1 at pH 8.599 in the bRC of

Rb. sphaeroides.

The quinol QBH.− takes up a second proton by deprotonating GluL212 (Figure 7: step 7)97,117.

The internal proton transfer from GluL212 to QBH.− with the rate kint is very fast.99 Finally,

the quinol QBH2 is released to the CoQ pool of the membrane (Figure 7: step 8)118. Until a

new ubiquinone is bound from the CoQ pool of the membrane (Figure 7: step 9), the empty QB

binding pocket is occupied by a cluster of five or six water molecules119. Photon absorption by

illumination of the bRC samples or excitation energy transfer from the LH complexes will initiate

a new protonation and oxidation cycle in the bRC.

2.3 Proton Transfer to QB

For the bRC, a wide variety of experimental studies using the bRC of the bacteria Rb. sphaeroides

and Rb. capsulatus led to the identification of key residues of proton transfer to QB and of possible

proton transfer pathways to QB.

The key residues of proton transfer are depicted in Figure 8. AspH124, HisH126 and HisH128,

TyrM3, AspM240, and AspH224, and AspM17 were proposed to form proton entry points for

proton transfer to QB
86,87. Inside the protein, GlnH173, GluL212, HisL190, AspL210, AspL213,

SerL223, and AsnM44 were identified to be key residues of proton transfer to QB. Experiments

showed, that the mutation of SerL223 (SerL223→Ala) leads to a reduced proton transfer rate in

bRC proteins, highlighting the functional importance of SerL223 for the proton transfer to QB
120.

In the last years, different proton transfer pathways involving some of the key residues named

above were proposed. Based on X-ray crystallographically determined structures of the bRC,

three possibly interconnected proton transfer pathways (P1, P2, and P3) were proposed70,87,121.

The three proton transfer pathways are schematically shown in Figure 8. Starting either at
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Figure 8: Key residues of proton transfer to QB. All residues are colored corresponding to the subunit

(M=cyan, L=orange and H=black). Only sidechains are shown. In addition the proposed proton transfer pathways

are schematically shown. Additionally the non-heme iron (purple) and the QB (blue) are depicted. For the picture

the crystal structure 2J8C34 was used.

AspH224 or near to AspM240, the proton transfer pathway P1 transfers the proton over a distance

of about 20 Å via a continuous chain of water molecules to GluL212. The second proton transfer

pathway P2 connects its proton entry point TyrM3 over a distance of about 20 Å via GluH173

and a pool of water molecules to AspL213. In contrast to P1 and P2, the third proton pathway

P3 is short (about 7 Å) and consists of only three residues: the proton entry point AspM17, a

water molecule and AspL213. The proton pathways P2 and P3 lead to the ultimate proton donor

AspL213, whereas P1 leads to the ultimate proton donor GluL212. In a last proton transfer step,

the proton is transferred from these ultimate proton donor residues to QB. Even though the

pathway P3 is much shorter and thus might be used more frequently, the other transfer pathways

P1 and P2 can not be ruled out based on the available experimental data121. The other two

proton transfer pathways P1 and P2 might for example be used to transfer protons to the QB
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binding site if P3 is inactive due to a mutation.

In contrast to the three possible proton transfer pathways, a single branched proton transfer

pathway P0 (shown schematically in Figure 8) was suggested for both protons99,111,115,120,122–126.

The proton transfer pathway P0 is similar to the earlier proposed proton transfer pathway P3.

The surface residues HisH126, HisH128 and AspH124 have been identified crystallographically to

form a metal binding site of the bRC126,127. In experiments significantly reduced proton transfer

rates were observed when a cadmium, zinc or nickel ion is bound to the bRC99 and thus, HisH126,

HisH128 and AspH214 were proposed to form the single proton entry point of the proton transfer

pathway P0. The protons taken up at AspH124, HisH126, and HisH128 are transferred from there

via the cooperating residues AspM17 and AspL210 to either GluL212 or AspL213. Spectroscopic

measurements showed significantly lowered reduction rates (k1
AB = 5·102 s−1 and k2

AB = 1·102 s−1

at pH 8.5) in the double mutant HisH126→Ala and HisH128→Ala associated with a much slower

proton uptake in both reduction steps99. In the double mutant, the proposed proton entry

point of the pathway P0 is not able to transfer protons and thus, the pathway P0 might be

inactive. The measured slower proton uptake rates highlight the importance of the proton transfer

pathway P0 in bRC proteins. However, the fact that even the double mutant is still able to grow

photosynthetically99 makes a single proton pathway rather unlikely.

Experiments showed that the mutation of AspL213 leads to a drastically reduced proton trans-

fer in bRC proteins and thus to organisms which are not able to grow photosynthetically. But

second-site mutations can restore the wild-type proton transfer rate and thus lead to revertant

organisms, which are again able to grow photosynthetically128. Such second-site mutations are

for example AspM233→Cys or ArgH177→His125,128. The positions of AspM233 and ArgH177

are depicted in Figure 9. In the revertant crystal structures a higher flexibility of GluH173 was

observed: two positions for GluH173 were found to be populated to nearly the same extent in the

mutants125. Moreover additional water molecules were found in the structures forming together

with the mutation site and GluH173 possibly different proton transfer pathway(s) to QB
125,128.

Based on a continuum electrostatic calculation, an alternative proton transfer pathway in the

revertants was proposed including AspH119, GluH229 and GluH224 as proton entry points and

the residues GluH122, AspH170, GluH230, and GluH173 inside the protein (see Figure 9)129.

The participation in proton transfer was already suggested by a crystallographic study for the

residues AspH170 and GluH122 in a pathway similar to the pathway P1, but including addition-

ally GluM236, LysH130, HisH68 and ArgH70 (proton entry points; see Figure 9)70. In the same

study a second proton transfer pathway was suggested similar to the pathway P3 but involving

additionally GlnM11 and SerM8 as proton entry points and GlnH174 inside the protein. More-

over, a mutational study showed that ArgL207 and ArgL217 are important for efficient proton
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M266

M234

M233

H122
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H70
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Figure 9: Residues, which might be involved in proton transfer to QB. The possibly involved residues

are colored corresponding to the subunit (M=cyan, L=orange and H=black). and are shown in addition to the

key residues (see Figure 8; M=transparent cyan, L=transparent orange and M=transparent black). The view is

slightly altered to the previous figure (Figure 8). The figure is made as described in Figure 8.

transfer130. The residues AspL213, AspL210, AspM17, GluH173, AspH170 and AspH124 form

an acidic cluster near to QB. Since several of these residues are part of the proposed proton

pathways, it was also suggested, that this cluster is of functional importance121. Also for the pre-

viously discussed residue ProL209, which might be involved in the regulation of the QB binding

position, it was shown that mutation of this residues leads to a differentiating proton transfer in

the mutants72.

However, also the AspM44→Asn mutation restores the photoactivity in the AspL213→Asn

mutant of the bRC protein of Rb. sphaeroides.

Experimental studies showed a clear correlation of the aminoacid character at the posi-

tion L213 and M44. In Rb. sphaeroides the combination AsnM44/AspL213 is found, whereas

the combination AspM44/AsnL213 is the wild-type pattern of B. viridis. The double mutant

AspL213→Asn/AsnM44→Asp of Rb. sphaeroides grows photosynthetically while the single mu-
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Figure 10: Proton transfer via a proposed anti-cooperative cluster. Residues participating in the proposed

anti-cooperative cluster (ProL209, AspL210, GluL212, AspL213, AspM17, GluM234, AlaM249, HisM266) and the

proposed proton entry point ( AspH124, HisH126, and HisH128) are shown. The figure is made as described in

Figure 8 and additionally CoQA (colored lime) is shown.

tant AspL213→Asn does not128,131. It seems very likely, that the combination of a polar, unpro-

tonatable (asparagine or glutamine) and of a protonatable residue (aspartate or glutamate) at

the positions M44 and L213 is required for proton transfer to QB.

Recently, spectroscopic experiments of bRC proteins of Rb. sphaeroides mutated at the posi-

tion HisM266 highlighted the importance of HisM266 for proton transfer85: In the HisM266→Ala

and the HisM266→Leu mutant the proton uptake stoichiometries after reduction of QA and QB

differs compared to the wild-type. Since HisM266 is a ligand of the non-heme iron and exper-

imental evidences exist, that mutation of GluM234 (another ligand of the non-heme iron) also

influences the proton transfer to QB, it might also be, that the non-heme iron with its ligands is

important for proton transfer pathways. Moreover experiments with the AA mutant of Rb. cap-

sulatus showed, that by a second site mutation (AlaM247→Tyr) proton transfer to QB can be

restored to the wild-type level94, which means, that also residues located in the QA site (see

Figure 6b) are involved in proton transfer. Also mutation of ProL209 (see Figure 6a) leads to

alteration in proton transfer94. Thus, it was proposed, that a strong interaction through an ex-

tended hydrogen network between the QA and QB exists, and is necessary to facilitate proton

transfer to QB
94,132. This connection might be altered, when the region around QB becomes more
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flexible (for example by the mutation of ProL209). In the ProL209, the AA, and the HisM266

mutants the proton uptake stoichiometries after QA and QB are remarkable similar85,132. All

these data led Cheap et. al85 propose that between the proton entry point of AspH124, HisH126,

and HisH128 and the QB binding site an anti-cooperative (meaning that the proton binding of

one residue in the cluster disfavors additional proton binding to a second residue) cluster formed

by the residues ProL209, AspL210, GluL212, AspL213, AspM17, GluM234, AlaM249, HisM266

(see Figure 10) and several water molecules facilitate proton transfer. Such an anti-cooperative

cluster would rather suggest an extended proton transfer network than a single proton transfer

pathway.

Due to the described facts, that second site mutations can restore photoactivity of previously

photoinactive mutants by reactivating proton transfer to QB, the different aminoacid combina-

tions of Asn/Asp and Asn/Asp at the positions M44/L213 in different bacterial species and the

proposed anti-cooperative cluster, it could be concluded that the concept of distinct and separated

single proton pathways to QB is unlikely. It could further be assumed, that the bRC acts more

like a proton sponge, meaning that a very extended proton transfer network is used to transfer

protons to QB, in which several residues are more important than other ones and in which certain

proton transfer events are more and others are less likely. It is not determined yet which of the

two ideas, either distinct pathways or a proton sponge, describes the proton transfer to QB in the

bRC best.

3 Aim of the Thesis

The aim of this work is to gain further insights into the molecular details of the QB binding site and

the proton and electron transfer reactions to QB. For this purpose several different approaches,

such as conservation analysis based on multiple sequence alignment, continuum electrostatics,

quantum mechanics and network calculations are combined. To investigate whether the electron

transfer to QB via the A-branch is determined by the same mechanism in PSII RC and bRC

proteins, a conservation study of these proteins is performed. In addition, this conservation

study is used to analyze similarities and differences of the bRC and PSII RC proteins. By

continuum electrostatic calculations, the population of QB in the two possible positions in the

bRC of Rb. sphaeroides is examined in dependence of the illumination state and the pH. A

conservation analysis and a hydrogen bonded network calculation are performed to see whether

the proton transfer to QB is organized in distinct pathways or in a proton sponge.
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Synopsis of the Manuscripts

The central issue of this work is to gain further insights into the molecular details of the QB binding

site and the proton and electron transfer reactions to QB. During the light induced reaction two

protons and two electrons are transferred to QB. The reaction intermediates (especially the

semiquinone Q.−) are tightly bound whereas the reactant (the quinone Q) and the product (the

quinol QH2) can leave the QB binding site. After excitation of the special pair, the electrons are

transferred to QB. In both, the bRC and the PSII RC proteins, the electrons are transferred via

the A-branch. The proton transfer to QB differs in bRC and PSII RC proteins. Although the

key residues of proton transfer are experimentally determined in bRC, the exact organization of

the proton transfer to QB is still unknown. Two contradictory ideas exist: first, that the proton

transfer follows distinct pathways and second that the cytosolic part of the protein acts like a

proton sponge. In the bacterial bRC of Rb. sphaeroides, two alternative binding positions (distal

and proximal) have been observed in the QB binding site, but most likely only the proximal

position is thought to be important for the reaction. It was proposed, that for the movement

from proximal to distal, QB has to change its orientation by 180◦.

Combining Quantum chemical calculations with continuum electrostatic followed by Monte

Carlo (CE/MC) calculations, it was shown that there is energetically no need for different ori-

entations of QB in the two binding positions. Analysis of the electron density of the bRC from

Rb. sphaeroides showed that the same orientation of QB in both binding positions is in agree-

ment with the density. Thus, it was proposed that, since QB has the same orientation in the two

positions, the 180◦ rotation of QB is not needed during the movement of QB from one position to

the other. By CE/MC calculations, main factors (the protonation state of the ultimate proton

donors GluL212 and AspL213) are identified determining the illumination state dependence and

the newly observed pH dependence of the population of QB in the two positions (Manuscript

A). The described study resulted in the highest resolution crystal structures available today. All

further calculations were performed based on these crystal structures. Further investigation of

the populations using a CE/MC approach showed, that the main factors determining the popula-

tion (the protonation state of GluL212 and AspL213) are also important to keep the semiquinone

bound in the QB site (Manuscript B). Based on a quantum mechanical approach, the energetics of

protonation and reduction reactions of different quinone systems were investigated (Manuscript

C). This study showed, that the semiquinone state is rather unstable in aqueous solution and it

protonates very fast. The common usefulness of the CE/MC approach applied here to investigate

redox dependent proteins was highlighted in a review (Manuscript D).

To analyze the functional similarities and differences between the bRC and PSII RC proteins

on the sequential level, profile Hidden Markov Models (pHMMs) were constructed (Manuscript
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E). The pHMM construction was a prerequisite to examine conservation of the proton transfer

key residues in the bRC. In bRC and PSII RC proteins, the mechanisms of directing the electron

transfer via the A-branch and of midpoint potential tuning of the special pair was shown to

be different in contrast to pigment and cofactor binding. The pHMM alignment was further

used to investigate the conservation of residues involved in the water splitting mechanism in

PSII RC (Manuscript F). The conservation study (using the built pHMMs) of the experimentally

determined key residues of proton transfer to QB showed, that putative proton entry points

are not conserved, but inner proton transfer key residues are conserved or are only exchanged

to functionally similar residues (Manuscript G). By analysis of the hydrogen bonded network

from QB to the cytoplasm for the bRC of two different purple bacteria (Rb. sphaeroides and

Rsp. viridis), it was determined, that the overall organization is similar, but that the proton

entry points differ. Together with the conservation study, these results showed, that the proton

transfer from cytoplasm to QB is most likely not organized in distinct proton transfer pathways

but in a huge network without distinct pathways, in a proton sponge. The work described in

manuscript A to G helped to get a more detailed understanding of the molecular details of the

reaction in the QB site of the bRC and PSII RC proteins.

Manuscript A: PH Modulates the Quinone Position in the Photosynthetic Reaction

Center from Rhodobacter sphaeroides in the Neutral and Charge Separated States.

The focus of this work was to examine the dependence of the CoQ position in the QB site on the pH

and the illumination state using both crystallographic experiments and theoretical investigations.

The study resulted in the crystal structures with the highest resolution (of 1.87 /AA) available

today, revealing a new orientation of CoQ in the distal position of the QB binding site. For this

orientation no 180◦ rotation of QB is needed compared to the proximal binding position. Due

to the high resolution of the structure, it was possible to propose two extended proton transfer

pathways to QB. By crystallization of the bRC at different pH values, a pH dependence of

the QB population in the proximal position of the QB site was observed in the dark-adapted

and illuminated state of the bRC. I could show by quantum chemical and CE/MC calculations,

that the new and the old orientation of QB in the distal position are almost equal in energy,

slightly favoring the new orientation and thus, the 180◦ rotation of QB is not needed. By CE/MC

calculations, I was also able to reproduce the measured pH-dependence of the QB populations.

Also the proton uptake during the first illumination was resembled by the calculations. I identified

that the protonation states of GluL212 and AspL213 to be the main factors determining the pH

dependence of the populations in the dark-adapted and illuminated states.
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Manuscript B: The Role of AspL213 for Stabilizing Semiquinone Binding to the

Photosynthetic Reaction Center. The tight binding of the semiquinone Q.− in the QB

binding site was investigated by a CE/MC approach using the high resolution structures obtained

earlier (Manuscript A). To obtain relative binding curves of the semiquinone, its concentration

was included into the calculations by adjusting the protonation state energy to a protonation and

binding state energy. I could reproduce the experimentally and theoretically obtained populations

of the distal and proximal positions (Manuscript A). Furthermore I identified that the protonation

state of GluL212 and AspL213 is coupled to the binding of the semiquinone, meaning that a

protonated GluL212 and AspL213 is required to keep the semiquinone bound. Moreover, a

protonated AspL213 keeps the semiquinone bound in the proximal, reactive position in the QB

binding site.

Manuscript C: Calculation of Protonation and Reduction Properties of Different

Quinone Systems. The different possible protonation and reduction states of the benzo-

quinone and the duroquinone system were investigated by quantum chemical calculations. This is

not trivial, since the radical states (e. g. the semiquinone state Q.−) and the highly charged states

(e. g. the quinol Q2−) are difficult to determine quantum mechanically. Using benzoquinone as

a test system, a good optimization and charge determination procedure was found. Therefore I

made quantum chemical calculations with different basis sets and used wave-function and den-

sity functional theory as well as different charge determination methods for each of the possible

protonation and reduction states of the benzoquinone. For validation the calculated reaction

energies were compared to experimental values. I used the best protocols for the benzoquinone

system to calculate the energetics for duroquinone obtaining also here very good agreement with

experiments. The protocol developed here to treat aromatic radicals can be further used for other

systems like ubiquinone for example.

Manuscript D: Investigating the Mechanisms of Photosynthetic Proteins Using Con-

tinuum Electrostatics. The suitability of continuum electrostatics to gain more insight in

the detailed mechanisms and functions of proteins is highlighted in this review. Photosynthetic

proteins are used to stress the power of this method to promote understanding of the association

of proteins, of the tuning of absorption spectra, of the coupling of electron transfer and proton

transfer, of the effect of membrane potentials on the energetics of membrane proteins, and of the

kinetics of charge transfer reactions. As an example for coupling of proton and electron transfer

I described how continuum electrostatics helped to improve our current view on for the QB site

of the bRC.
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Manuscript E: Profile Hidden Markov Models for Analyzing Similarities and Dissimi-

larities in the Bacterial Reaction Center and Photosystem II. I investigated similarities

and dissimilarities in molecular mechanisms of the bRC and the PSII RC proteins based on their

sequences. Such an investigation is nontrivial, because a normal progressive multiple sequence

alignment (MSA) fails due to the very low sequence identity shared by the subunits. Such a low

sequence identity is also observed comparing random sequences. Using a pHMM approach it was

possible to obtain a proper alignment. The analysis of the performed alignment revealed, that

cofactor binding is conserved in both, the PSII RC and its evolutionary ancestor, the bRC. Ex-

perimentally it was shown, that the addition or the removal of a hydrogen bond to the special pair

leads to an alteration of its redox properties in the bRC of Rb.sphaeroides. Based on the MSA,

I was able to show, that only two different hydrogen bonding pattern of the special pair exist

in all bacterial species. The pattern is determined by the existence of the C subunit in bacteria

and leads to the same midpoint potential of the special pair in all bacterial species. However,

hydrogen bonds to the pigments and the local environment of QA and QB are not conserved in the

bRC and PSII RC proteins. The mechanism of midpoint potential tuning is different in bRC and

PSII RC proteins. Previously determined residues favoring the charge transfer via the A-branch

are conserved in bRC proteins but differ in PSII RC proteins. This means, that regulation of

the charge transfer via the A-branch differs in bRC and PSII RC proteins. Thus, although the

bRC and PSII RC proteins catalyze the same biological reaction, they differ in details such as

midpoint potential of the special pair, or the regulation of the A-branch electron transfer.

Manuscript F: Conservation Analysis of Functional Important Residues of the Oxy-

gen Evolving Mechanism Located in the D1 Subunit of Photosystem II. The previ-

ously built pHMM model for the L/D1 subunit (Manuscript E) was used to investigate function-

ally important residues for oxygen evolution in PSII RC proteins. This reaction takes place at

the water oxidizing complex formed by a manganese cluster and a nearby tyrosine. Although the

exact coordination of the manganese cluster is not yet determined, several residues were found to

participate in coordination and in the water oxidizing mechanism. I showed, that even if most of

the residues are strictly conserved, for some residues exchange to aminoacids known to prevent

oxygen formation in mutants of the cyanobacteria Syncheocystis is observed.

Manuscript G: Proton Transfer Pathways in Photosynthetic Reaction Centers Ana-

lyzed by profile Hidden Markov Models and Network Calculations. The proton trans-

fer from cytoplasm to QB was investigated combining two different approaches: a conservation

analysis of experimentally determined key residues of proton transfer to QB and an analysis of

the hydrogen bonded network of the bRC of two different bacterial species (Rb. sphaeroides and
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B. viridis).

I made the conservation analysis using the pHMM models built before for the L/D1 and for

the M/D2 subunit (Manuscript E) and a newly constructed pHMM for the H subunit showing

that the proton entry points are not conserved throughout the species. However, the inner key

residues are conserved or only exchanged to other aminoacids with the similar properties. The

bRC proteins of Rb. sphaeroides and of B. viridis have a huge network connecting the cytoplasm

with QB. Both networks include the inner key residues but differ in the proton entry points.

Thus, the results of the two independent approaches (conservation analysis and hydrogen bonded

network calculation) make the idea of distinct pathways rather unlikely. Therefore, it seems more

likely, that the proton transfer is mediated through a huge network without distinct pathways, a

proton sponge.
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List of Abbreviations

B. Blastochloris

Rb. Rhodobacter

AA GluL212-AspL213→Ala-Ala mutant of the bRC

ATP Adenosintriphosphat

Bcl Bacteriochlorophyll

Bph Bacteriopheophytin

bRC Bacterial reaction center

CE/MC Continuum electrostatic/Monte Carlo

Chl Chlorophyll

CoQ Coenzyme Q

ENDOR electron nuclear double resonance

FNR Ferredoxin-NADP oxidoreductase

FTIR Fourier transform infrared

LH1 Light harvesting protein 1

LH2 Light harvesting protein 2

LHC Light harvesting complex

MSA Multiple sequence alignment

NADP+ Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate

NADPH reduced form of NADP+

P680 Special pair of the PSII RC

P700 Special pair of the PSI RC

P870 Special pair of the bRC

Phe Pheophytin
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pHMM profile Hidden Markov Model

PSI Photosystem I

PSII Photosystem II

QA Coenzyme Q bound in the QA binding site

QB Coenzyme Q bound in the QB binding site

RC Reaction center

RQ GluL212-AspL213-AlaM246-AlaM247→Ala-Ala-Glu-Asp mutant of the bRC

WOC Water oxidizing complex

YZ a special tyrosine in the vicinity of the manganese-calcium cluster; abstracts

electrons and protons from the maganese-calium cluster
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Abstract

Quinones play an important role in industry and nature due totheir ability to be doubly re-

duced and doubly protonated involving charged and radical intermediate states. In the study pre-

sented here, the energetics of all possible reduction and protonation reactions for two quinone

systems, the benzoquinone and the duroquinone, are examined by quantum chemical calcula-

tions. Correct relative energy levels of the uncharged reactant and product state can be cal-

culated easily. In contrast, the charged and radical statesare difficult to describe correctly by

quantum chemical methods. Our investigations lead to a protocol optimizing the coordinates of

each states at the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory followed by single point calculations

at the CCSD/6-311G level. Solvent effects are modeled by theCPCM method. Based on the

resulting electron distribution, partial charges are obtained by popular methods as Mulliken,

CHELPG, NPA and MK for Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatic calculations. By this procedure

we succeed in obtaining correct energy levels for the uncharged, charged and radical states. The

resulting reaction energies agree within 1.74 kcal/mol forthe best charge model with the most

reliable experimental results in literature on benzoquinone. Interestingly, our calculations lead

to pKa values for the protonation reaction of the semiquinone 3-4 units lower than in the ex-

periment. This discrepancy can be explained, assuming thatthe experiments have measured the

disproportionation reaction, which was discussed before as a possible side reaction of the used

setup. Thus, the protonation of the semiquinone is less likely than proposed before. A complete

and self-consistent description of the energetics of all microstates in a quinone system is given

for the first time.
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Abbreviations

PB - Poisson-Boltzmann

PCM - polarizable continuum model

CPCM - conductor-like PCM

Introduction

Members of the chemical class of the quinones, which can characterized as aromatic dike-

tones, are important in a lot different reactions and purposes. Quinones are used in medicine,

as an antioxidant, in paints, varnishes, motor fuels and oils. Moreoever quinones can be used as

polymerization inhibitors, as cross-linking agent and forthe fabrication of dyes and agrochem-

icals. In industry, very widely used quinones arep-benzoquinone (Figure 1a) and duroquinone

(Figure 1b). Also in nature quinones are needed for central reactions like photosynthesis, mito-

chondrial respiration, extra-mitochondrial electron transfer, and for the regulation of the physic-

ochemical properties of cell membranes.

The enormous importance of the quinones in industry and in nature can be explained by

their chemical properties. Each quinone molecule can be doubly reduced and doubly protonated

passing through several intermediate reaction steps as it is shown in Figure 2. The reaction starts

with the reduction of the quinone Q to the deprotonated semiquinone Q.− (e1; Figure 2), which

can be either protonated leading to the protonated semiquinone QH. (p1;Figure 2) or be reduced

to the doubly deprotonated quinol Q2− (e2; Figure 2). The reduction of QH. (e3; Figure 2) or

the protonation of Q2− (p2; Figure 2) leads to the deprotonated quinol state QH−. A last proto-

nation reaction (p3; Figure 2) leads to the reaction product, the quinol QH2. Theoretically also

positively charged intermediates (QH+, QH.+
2 , or QH2+

2 ; Figure 2) could be part of the reaction,

which have been characterized in acidic solutions of aprotic organic solvents [1–9]. However,

due to their low pKa [10–12] it is not likely that these intermediates occur in aqueous solution.

Usually it is not possible in experiments to measure each reaction independently of the other

reactions. In addition experimental determination of the energetics of each reduction or proto-

nation state can be difficult, since alternative reactions can occur such as the disproportionation

reaction (k4; Figure 2) or the quinone-hydroxide addition reaction (kc; Figure 2). Also these

alternative reactions have been examined experimentally [13–16].

The energetics of the reduction and protonation reactions of the benzo- and duroquinone
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Figure 1: Different quinone molecules: (a) benzoquinone and (b) duroquinone.

system were examined by several experimental [13,15–21,21–29] and theoretical [30,31] stud-

ies in the last decades. However, until now, not all energetic parameters are known for the two

systems. The easiest reaction to measure is the the completereaction from the quinone state Q

to the quinol state QH2 (r3; Figure 2), because the pKa values for the reactions p2 and p3 are

rather high. The midpoint potential of the total reaction r3is experimentally determined to be

0.669 V [16–25] and 0.480 V [21,27] for the benzo- and duroquinone system, respectively. The

experiments were done in acidic solution (0.01 M to 0.1 M HCl)containing 50% ethanol in case

of duroquinone due to its poor solubility. Baxendale and Hardy [26] have measured the pKa

values of the reaction p2 and p3 of benzoquinone to be 14.61 and 12.15 at 298 K by changes

of the optical spectra as function of the pH. The same authorsdetermined the pKa values of

duroquinone to be 13.30 and 10.75 [13,26]. Later Bishop and Tong [14] noticed that at high pH

a significant amount of quinone-hydroxide adduct was formed. They corrected the pKa values

of the reactions p2/p3 to be 11.4/9.85 and 13.2/11.25 for thebenzo- and duroquinone system,

respectively, which will be used here. Slightly higher values of 11.9 and 9.9 for benzoquinone

were reported more recently by Bailey and Ritchie [16]. Further, the reaction constants for

the disproportionation reaction k4 could be determined to be 4.2 and 1.3 for benzo- and duro-

quinone, respectively. Also the pKa values of the reaction p1 have been determined to be 4.1

and 5.1 for benzo- and duroquinone, respectively [15, 28, 29]. Therefore, pH dependent pulse

radiolysis experiments were done with the quinone in acetone and isopropanol (1 M) solution.

The generated radicals scavenged by the acetone/isopropanol solution were stabilized on the

quinones. The pH dependent decrease of a characteristic absorption band in the Q− spectrum

4
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a) Reduction and Protonation Scheme
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Figure 2: a) Reduction and protonation scheme of a quinone system. In addition to states

possibly occuring in aqueous solution (colored black) also positively charged states are shown

(colored grey), which are partially characterized in organic solvents. b) Important reactions

which can occur in addition to the reduction and protonation reactions are shown in red.
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was attributed to the formation of QH.. Using the determined midpoint potentials and pKa val-

ues, Ilanet al. (1976) calculated the missing standard reduction potentials for the reactions

r1/r2 to be 0.339/1.041 V and 0.065/0.895 V for the benzo- andduroquinone system, respec-

tively [32]. The available information is just enough to calculate the neutral and negatively

charged states in Figure 2.

The work presented here aims at determining the energetic properties of the reduction and

protonation reactions of benzoquinone and duroquinone. Therefore, a suitable quantum chemi-

cal approach was developed using benzoquinone as test system and applied to the duroquinone

system. Since the data of this study should be the basis for future force field developments

and electrostatic calculations, it was required to map the charge distribution obtained by the

quantum mechanical calculations onto a set of partial charges. Hence, a choice of a suitable

procedure for determining partial charges was similarly important as the choice of a suitable

quantum chemical method. The quality of each combination ofquantum chemical method and

set of partial charges was benchmarked against the experimental energetics of the reduction and

protonation reactions of benzoquinone and validated for duroquinone. This is to our knowl-

edge the first time that the energetics of all reduction and protonation steps in the benzo- and

duroquinone system are described.

Material and Methods

Quantum Chemical Calculations. For the optimization of all reduction and protonation

states, the quinol QH2 state was created for benzoquinone and duroquinone using the Maestro

package. Starting with the quinol QH2 state, all other reduction and protonation states were

modeled by removing hydrogens from the starting quinol structure and adjusting the charge and

the spin of the system. Benzoquinone was used as a test systemfor optimizing the calculation

protocol. For geometry optimizations and the vibrational energy calculations of the reduction

and protonation states several different methods were usedas implemented in Gaussian 03 [33]:

Hartee Fock (HF) [34,35], the hybrid HF/density functionaltheory method B3LYP [36,37] and

the Møller-Plesset perturbation theory of second order method (MP2) [38, 39]. For all these

calculations the basis-set 6-31G was used. In addition the basis-set 6-311G including no, single

(+) or double (++) diffusion combined with additional polarization functions on no, 1p, 1p1d,

and 2p2d orbitals [40–42] was used for the B3LYP calculations. For all obtained geometries,

partial charges were obtained in vacuum using different approaches: orbital based approaches
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namely Mulliken [43–46] and natural population analysis (NPA) [47–50], and potential based

approaches namely the CHELPG [51] and the Merz-Kollmann [52, 53] (MK) approach. The

commonly used Bader charges (atoms in molecules, AIM) were not used due to stability prob-

lems especially for the charged species in the implementation available with Gaussian 03. Re-

cent articles have pointed out the limits of this method for charge calculations, i.e. the very

ionic charge distributions obtained for water [54] or HCN [55]. Voronoi deformation density

charges [55] or Hirshfeld charges [56] are not available in the Gaussian package. Also a re-

strained electrostatic potential method (RESP) [52, 57], was used combining an orbital and a

potential based charge determination method weighting thetwo methods by a adjustable factor

q. Additionally, partial charges were obtained by these charge determination methods after a

single point calculation using the coupled cluster method CCSD [58,59]. For the CCSD calcula-

tions the basis-set 6-311G without polarization and diffusion functions was used as concession

to the computational cost of the method. Moreover the polarization of partial charges due to the

solvent was included by a single point calculations with theconductor-like polarizable contin-

uum model CPCM [60, 61], an implicit solvent model, at the B3LYP and CCSD level. For the

duroquinone system, only the procedures resulting in the best fit to the experimental values of

the test system benzoquinone were used for the geometry optimization, vibrational energy and

partial charge calculation.

Electrostatic Calculations. The solvation energy∆Gsolv,PB
s was calculated using the MEAD

package [62, 63] as the electrostatic energy difference of amolecule in vacuum and solution.

The electrostatic energies were calculated by solving the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann (PB)

equation numerically on a grid. Two foccussing steps were performed on a cubic grid of 75.5̊A

and 15.125Å per dimension with a grid spacing of 0.5̊A and 0.125Å, respectively. For all

calculations an ionic strength of 100 mM was used. Vacuum andsolution were represented by

a dielectric constant of 1 and 80, respectively.

Calculation of the Reaction and State Energies. For each protonation and reduction state

s of the quinone systems, the standard energyG◦
s was calculated as:

G◦
s = GQM

s + ∆Gsolv,PB
s + nub H+ · GH+ + nub e− · Ge−, (1)

whereGQM
s is the quantum chemical energy of the states, ∆Gsolv,PB

s is the difference in energy,

when the states is transferred from vacuum to solution with MEAD as described before,GH+

andGe− are the energies of the unbound proton and electron. The number of unbound protons
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and the number of unbound electrons compared to a reference state are given bynub H+ and

nub e−. Here, this reference state is set to the fully reduced and protonated QH2 state. The

quantum chemical energyGQM
s is directly calculated with Gaussian 03 [33] and consists oftwo

or three terms

(
GQM

s = Hvac
s +Gvib

s +Hstrain
s

)
: the vacuum energyHvac

s , the vibrational energy

Gvib
s and the strain energyHstrain

s in case the CPCM method was used to polarize the charge

distribution for the solvent environment. The CPCM energy,GCPCM
s , as given by Gaussian

has two contributions additionally to the vacuum energy without the CPCM model: the CPCM

solvation energy,∆Gsolv,CPCM
s , and the strain energyHvac

s . The strain energy is calculated as

Hstrain
s = GCPCM

s − Hvac
s − ∆Gsolv,CPCM

s . The solvation energy is not taken from the CPCM

calculation, since we aimed to calculate the solvation energy based on partial charges as stated

in the introduction. Therefore, the solvation energy∆Gsolv,PB
s is used instead of the solvation

energy∆Gsolv,CPCM
s .

The singly protonated states (QH+,QH. and QH−) have two indistinguishable microscopic

states, being protonated at either one of the two oxygen atoms, while their deprotonated coun-

terparts (Q, Q.− and Q2−) have only one microstate. To be compareable with macroscopic (i.e.

measurable) pKa values, the energies of the protonated microstates QH+, QH. and QH− were

adjusted by addingln(2) [64]. The energy of an unbound proton is given by

GH+ = Hvac
H+ + ∆Gsolv

H+ + Htrans
H+ + ∆(pV ) − T · [SH+

]
, (2)

whereHvac
H+ is the energy of formation of a proton,∆Gsolv

H+ is the solvation energy andHtrans
H+

is the translation energy of a proton,∆(pV ) is the energy change due to the volume change

in the gas-phase reaction and−T · [SH+

]
is the entropic portion of the gas-phase free energy

of a proton [65]. The energy of formation of a protonHvac
H+ is defined as zero in the Gaussian

package. The solvation energy of proton∆Gsolv
H+ is -260.5 kcal/mol as calculated from the

experimentally measured potential of the standard hydrogen electrode [66]. The translational

energyHtrans
H+ of a proton is3

2
kBT , the energy change due to the volume change∆(pV ) is kBT ,

and the entropic portion of the gas-phase free energy of a proton−T · [SH+

]
is -7.8 kcal/mol as

derived from the Sackur-Tetrode equation [67]. The energy of a free electronGe− is given by

the Faraday constant (F = 23.06 kcal/mol) and the standard potential of the hydrogenelectrode

(∆SHE = -4.43 V) [66]:

Ge− = F · ∆SHE (3)

Two kinds of binding reactions are described in this paper: protonation and reduction re-
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actions. The energy corresponding to a binding reaction ∆Greaction is given by the energy

difference between the bound and the unbound state. The standard energies for both states are

calculated using eq. 1 as explained above. To compare the calculated protonation and reduc-

tion energies to available experimentally determined pKa values and the midpoint potentials

Emid of the reactions, all quantities are converted to kcal/mol
(
∆Gprot = pKa · RT ln 10 and

∆Gred = F · Emid

)
.

Results and Discussion

In this work we examined the protonation and reduction energies between all microstates of

two different quinone systems, benzoquinone and duroquinone, using a quantum chemical ap-

proach. In a previous theoretical study on quinone systems [30], only the overall reaction was

investigated. Further, since partial atomic charges were not of interest to the authors, the solva-

tion energies were directly obtained by a PCM method. Since partial atomic charges are needed

for several purposes, e.g. electrostatic calculations, we present here a quantum chemical pro-

cedure including partial charge determination, which describes the protonation and reduction

energetics of different quinone systems well. Because a lot of experimental data exists for ben-

zoquinone [14, 21, 26, 28, 32], we used this system to search an optimal protocol for the energy

calculations by using different quantum chemical methods, basis-sets and charge determination

procedures (Table 1). The protocol is than applied to duroquinone, because it is possible to

challenge the procedure with experimental values. The resulting reaction energies of the benzo-

and duroquinone system are listed in Table 3.

Energetics of the Different Reduction and Protonation States of Benzoquinone.

Towards an Optimal Calculation Protocol. For each reduction and protonation state of the

benzoquinone system, the state energy ∆G◦
s (see eq. 1) is calculated by a range of quantum

chemical methods. To judge the correctness of the calculations several criteria are used. First,

the calculated reaction energy r3 of the double reduction and double protonation of Q to QH2

(Figure 2) has to be close to the experimentally obtained value. As experimental values we re-

lied on those cited by Ilan et al. (1976) [32]. Second, the mean energy difference ∆∆Gp2,p3,r3

between the calculated and the experimental energies for the reactions p2, p3 and r3 should be

low, since these are the most reliable experimental values. Further, in experiments the protona-

tion reaction of QH− (p3) was assigned the lower pKa value and the protonation reaction of Q2−

(p2) the higher [14,26]. This is what one would expect from theoretical considerations, because
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Method/Basis Set Charge Set Reaction Energies in kcal/mol

r3 ∆p2, p3, r3 p2 p3

experiment - -32.24 - -15.62 -13.49

HF/6-31G NPA -3.22 19.19 -25.92 -26.02

Mulliken 0.63 23.44 -30.23 -32.33

MK -2.55 21.66 -30.17 -31.21

CHELPG -1.34 22.22 -30.00 -31.39

MP2/6-31G NPA 2.88 21.47 -25.79 -20.22

Mulliken 8.15 25.76 -28.86 -27.04

MK 3.80 23.20 -29.43 -24.70

CHELPG 5.14 23.90 -29.18 -25.04

B3YLP/6-31G NPA -27.95 8.99 -26.88 -23.36

Mulliken -22.02 14.13 -30.38 -30.14

MK -25.66 12.43 -30.37 -27.72

CHELPG -24.72 12.65 -30.25 -27.97

B3YLP/6-311G NPA -28.27 3.32 -17.94 -16.93

Mulliken -28.17 8.41 -22.83 -25.47

MK -28.98 6.72 -23.00 -21.88

CHELPG -27.71 7.02 -22.79 -22.20

B3YLP/6-311++G(1d,1p) NPA -30.13 4.71 -7.78 -14.30

Mulliken -16.08 18.17 8.89 -2.13

MK -18.68 4.85 -9.24 -30.37

CHELPG -27.01 5.53 -9.32 -18.45

B3YLP/6-311++G(2d,2p) NPA -28.83 3.38 -10.01 -14.50

Mulliken -30.68 3.93 -11.85 -18.02

MK -30.49 3.59 -12.72 -17.51

CHELPG -28.89 4.62 -11.53 -18.21

B3YLP/6-311++G(2d,2p)//CPCM NPA -30.57 5.30 -12.99 -4.86

Mulliken -11.45 17.99 -4.27 6.76

MK -29.31 4.29 -15.16 -6.69

CHELPG -27.33 4.81 -15.00 -6.79

B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p)//CCSD/6-311G NPA -30.90 4.19 -9.22 -13.08

Mulliken -28.82 5.29 -14.21 -22.42

MK -28.48 2.97 -14.03 -18.07

CHELPG -27.24 3.53 -13.85 -18.29

B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p)//CCSD/6-311G//CPCM NPA -28.09 6.94 -12.52 -2.64

Mulliken -31.00 1.74 -15.29 -10.76

MK -30.80 4.15 -17.44 -6.69

CHELPG -28.83 4.44 -17.28 -6.80

Table 1: Performance of different quantum chemical methods, basis-sets and charge determina-

tion methods to reproduce experimental data on benzoquinone. Reduction (r3) and protonation

(p2 and p3) energies as defined in Figure 2 are given in kcal/mol. ∆p2, p3, r3 is the mean en-

ergy difference between the calculated and experimental energies for the reactions p2, p3 and

r3. The experimental data are taken from Ilanet al. (1976) [32].
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it should be easier to abstract the first proton from QH2 than the second from the negatively

charged QH−. Thus, the third criteria is the trend of the p2 and p3 reaction energies. Table 1

lists some representative results of our quantum chemical calculations.

To judge the different quantum chemical methods (HF, MP2, and B3LYP) and different

basis-sets
(
6-31G, 6-311G, 6-311++G(1d,1p), and 6-311++G(2d,2p)

)
we compare in the fol-

lowing the results of the NPA calculations. However, similar trends can also be seen for the MK

and CHELPG calculations. The results of the Mulliken calculations, however, show no steady

convergence with increasing quality of the quantum chemical method as criticized often before.

Both, the HF/6-31G and the MP2/6-31G calculations lead to poor agreement with experiment.

The calculated reaction energy for r3 differs by about 30 kcal/mol, while with a B3LYP/6-31G

method/basis-set only a difference of about 5 kcal/mol is obtained. Also previous quantum

chemical calculations for the Q and QH2 state showed, that a good fit for the reaction energy r3

can be obtained using the B3LYP method [30, 31]. With a higherbasis-set (6-311G) and with

addition of diffusion and polarization
(
6-311++G(1d,1p) and 6-311++G(2d,2p)

)
functions the

calculated energy r3 approaches the experimental value. Aspreviously described, also in our

calculations the B3LYP/6-311++G(1d,1p) method/basis-set leads already to a very good de-

scription of the total reaction energy r3 [30]. In contrast to the earlier study, we do not calculate

the solvation energy with the PCM model but use partial charges to calculate the PB solvation

energy. But this does not change the quality of the results onthe reaction energy r3 significantly.

However, although the overall reaction r3 is calculated in good agreement with experiment, an

other criteria is not fulfilled: the trend of the reaction energies of p2 and p3 is not correct, i.e.

second deprotonation step requires less energy than the first step. Our data shows (Table 1), that

the trend is wrong for all charge determination methods performed in vacuum and independent

on the used quantum chemical method or used basis-set. UsingCPCM to include the polariza-

tion of the electron distribution due to the polar solvent environment a correct trend of p2 and

p3 is observed. But in these calculations, the error in the energy obtained for reactions p2, p3

and r3 increases by nearly 2 kcal/mol compared to the resultswithout CPCM (Table 1). The

error originates from a very bad agreement with experiment of the protonation reaction p3. A

reason could be, that the HOMOs of the highly charged speciesQ2− are still not sufficiently rep-

resented by the basis-set and the results suffer from basis-set incompleteness. After geometry

optimization at the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theorywe therefore did single point cal-
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culations with the CCSD method to minimize the effects of basis-set incompleteness especially

in the valence orbitals. The CPCM method was used again to model the polarization due to the

solvent. This procedure leads to worse results if the partial charges are determined using the

NPA method, but using the CHELPG or the Mulliken method the results improve significantly

(Table 1). Especially the Mulliken method leads to very goodagreement with experimental

energies. For the reaction r3 an energy of -31.00 kcal/mol isobtained which is close to the

experimentally determined value
(
∆∆Gr3=-32.24 kcal/mol

)
. Also the trend of the energies of

reactions p2 and p3 is calculated properly and the calculated energies are closer than before to

the the experimental values
(
∆Gp2 = 0.33 kcal/mol and∆Gp3 = 2.73 kcal/mol

)
. This leads

to the lowest energy difference∆∆Gp2,p3,r3 (1.74 kcal/mol) observed in the calculations made

here. Additionally for all three methods, the determined partial charges (Figure 3) are symmet-

ric for the Q, Q.−, Q2− and QH2 and not symmetric for the QH and QH.− in agreement with the

symmetry of the structures. Thus, the best results for the benzoquinone system were obtained

for structures geometry optimized with the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) method and single point

energies obtained with CCSD/6-311G and the CPCM solvent model followed by fitting partial

charges with the Mulliken method.

Based on the previously performed calculations, we used theRESP charge fit approach to

obtain the standard energiesG◦
s for all considered reduction and protonation states. Therefore,

all possible combinations of the used orbital and potentialbased charge determination methods

and different values of the weighting factorq were tested for the RESP charge calculations.

The resulting reaction energies for the reactions p2, p3 andr3 and the mean energy differ-

ence∆∆Gp2,p3,r3 are listed in Table 2 for the different RESP calculations. Most of the RESP

calculations have a reaction energy r3 comparable to the experimental result. However, none

of the RESP calculations performs better or comparably wellin calculating the mean energy

difference∆∆Gp2,p3,r3 as the Mulliken charge determination approach alone. Thus,we do not

examine the RESP calculations further, but state, that for the benzoquinone system the Mulliken

partial charges calculations show the best fit to the experiments.

Calculation of Energy Levels. To obtain the reaction energies, we calculated the total

energiesG◦
s of each state. It is possible to compare the energy levels of the different protonation

and reduction states relative to a reference state, the reactant state, quinone Q. For the Q2−,

QH−, and QH2 state relative energy levels can be calculated using the experimental values of p2,
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Figure 3: Partial charges of the different benzoquinone states. Mulliken charges are calculated

after the B3LYP/6-331++G(2d,2p)//CCSD/6-311G//CPCM procedure. (a) Partial charges for

Q (black), Q.− (red) and Q2− (blue); (b) partial charges for QH. (black), QH− (red); (c) partial
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Input charge sets RESP weight Reaction Energies in kcal/mol

Potential based Orbital based q r3 p2 p3 ∆p2.p3.r3

MK Mulliken 0.001 -31.11 -17.42 -6.72 4.10

MK NPA 0.001 -30.96 -17.42 -6.69 4.13

CHELPG Mulliken 0.001 -28.85 -17.28 -6.80 4.44

CHELPG NPA 0.001 -28.91 -17.28 -6.80 4.42

MK Mulliken 0.010 -32.36 -17.36 -6.84 3.97

MK NPA 0.010 -31.61 -17.31 -6.67 4.08

CHELPG Mulliken 0.010 -28.99 -17.29 -6.81 4.40

CHELPG NPA 0.010 -28.91 -17.28 -6.80 4.42

MK Mulliken 0.100 -34.00 -17.53 -7.31 3.87

MK NPA 0.100 -32.03 -17.07 -6.43 4.17

CHELPG Mulliken 0.100 -29.91 -17.38 -6.88 4.18

CHELPG NPA 0.100 -29.36 -17.33 -6.75 4.34

MK Mulliken 0.300 -34.72 -17.69 -7.68 3.84

MK NPA 0.300 -31.93 -16.76 -6.07 4.34

CHELPG Mulliken 0.300 -30.79 -17.50 -6.99 4.00

CHELPG NPA 0.300 -29.74 -17.37 -6.68 4.31

MK Mulliken 0.500 -34.86 -20.83 -5.86 3.82

MK NPA 0.500 -31.81 -16.51 -5.80 4.48

CHELPG Mulliken 0.500 -31.23 -17.57 -7.08 3.91

CHELPG NPA 0.500 -29.88 -17.36 -6.63 4.31

Table 2: Performance of different orbital and potential based methods to determine par-

tial charges combined by the RESP procedure on benzoquinone. These results of the

B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p)//CCSD/6-311G//CPCM procedure can be directly compared with the

results of the pure partial charge sets and experimental data given in Table 1.

p3 and r3 for comparison. In Figure 4a, the calculated energy levels are plotted, showing again

that the results with the Mulliken charge set agree best with the experimental data. Moreover,

it can be seen, that the energy difference between the neutral charge states QH. and QH2 for

different charge determination methods is small. In contrast, the charged states Q.−, QH−

and especially the Q2− state have different energies depending on the charge set used. Due

to the very accurate quantum chemical description, the simple Mulliken procedure is able to

yield charges representing the charged states much better than the other charge determination

methods. We consider it to be important, that the geometry of the nuclear coordinates is well

optimized as we obtained it by the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) method. Further the orbitals, in

particular the valence orbitals, have to be described well, as it can be achieved by the CCSD

method. Mulliken analysis is known to have problems with polarization and diffusion functions,

thus the 6-311G basis-set is optimal in the CCSD calculation step. Additionally, the polarization

of the charge distribution due to the high dielectric of the solvent improves the Mulliken results a

lot. Thus, the calculation protocol we chose is particularly well suited for the Mulliken method,

14
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Figure 4: Energy levels of quinone states compared to experiment. Energies were calculated by

the B3LYP/6-331++G(2d,2p)//CCSD/6-311G//CPCM procedure and solvation energies were

calculated with point charges fitted by CHELPG, Mulliken, MKor NPA. The energies are

shown for the Q, Q.−, Q2−, QH., QH− and QH2 states of benzoquinone (a) and duroquinone (b).

The expermimental values for benzo- and duroquinone are taken from Ilanet al. (1976) [32].

albeit the other charge determination methods generally also improve. As it can be seen from

Figure 4a, the reactant state, the quinone Q, is the highest in energy for benzoquinone. The

semiquinone Q.− is lower in energy, whereas the doubly deprotonated quinol Q2− is higher

in energy compared to this semiquinone. Thus, already here all other charge determination

methods fail, showing lower energies for Q2− than Q.−, which contradicts chemical intuition

expecting a doubly charged species to be most unfavorable. The protonated semiquinone QH.

has about the same energy compared to the semiquinone Q.− for the Mulliken charge set, while

higher energies are obtained by the other charge determination methods. The other quinol states,

the singly and doubly protonated quinol QH− and QH2 are lower in energy.

Calculation of Reaction Energies. In addition, the here calculated total energiesG◦
s can be

used to calculate the reaction energies for each protonation and reduction step (Figure 2). In Ta-

ble 3 these reaction energies are given for the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p)//CCSD/6-311G//CPCM

calculations. As it was already observed for the reaction energies for p2, p3 and r3, the ener-

gies of the possible reduction and protonation reactions differ between the methods. However,

in the following only the calculated reaction energies for the best solution obtained using the

Mulliken charges will be discussed. Ilanet al. (1976) [32] calculated the reaction energies

r1 and r2 based on experimental values for the reactions p2, p3, r3 and the disproportionation

15
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System Charge Set Reaction Energies in kcal/mol

e1 e2 e3 r1 r2 r3 p1 p2 p3

BQ experimental - - - -7.54 -24.74 -32.24 (-5.62) -15.62 -13.49

Mulliken -5.81 0.87 -14.95 -5.29 -25.71 -31.00 0.52 -15.29 -10.76

CHELPG -3.48 -1.27 -19.47 -2.56 -26.27 -28.83 0.92 -17.28 -6.80

NPA -4.51 -2.16 -20.41 -3.70 -27.10 -30.80 0.81 -17.44 -6.69

MK -8.07 -4.87 -23.39 -2.06 -26.03 -28.09 6.01 -12.52 -2.64

DQ experimental - - - -1.29 -20.85 -22.14 (-6.99) -17.40 -15.41

Mulliken 2.63 7.17 -6.17 0.38 -19.68 -19.30 -2.25 -15.59 -13.52

CHELPG 5.77 4.31 -9.90 2.05 -21.61 -19.56 -3.72 -17.93 -11.71

NPA -2.22 -3.66 -17.73 3.39 -21.65 -18.26 5.61 -8.45 -3.93

MK 6.12 3.28 -10.72 2.99 -21.38 -18.39 -3.14 -17.14 -10.66

Table 3: Reaction energies obtained by the four charge determination methods with the

B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p)//CCSD/6-311G//CPCM procedure. All reaction energies for benzo-

quinone (BQ) and duroquinone (DQ) are given in kcal/mol. Theexperimental data for benzo-

quinone and duroquinone is taken from Ilanet al. (1976) [32].

Charge Set Reaction Energies in kcal/mol

p4 p5 p6 e4 e5 e6

Mulliken 16.58 26.39 -1.63 -21.87 -49.90 -24.08

CHELPG 15.20 26.52 -1.37 -17.76 -45.65 -24.90

NPA 19.14 28.88 1.28 -21.20 -48.81 -27.31

MK 15.26 26.58 -1.00 -18.96 -46.54 -26.10

Table 4: Energies for the reactions including positively charged states obtained by the four

chargefit methods with the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p)//CCSD/6-311G//CPCM procedure for

benzoquinone.

reaction k4. The energies calculated here for r1 and r2 are relatively close to the experimental

value (2.3 and 1 kcal/mol, respectively). We calculated a pKa value for the protonation of the

semiquinone Q.− of -0.38 (0.5 kcal/mol), meaning, that a protonated semiquinone QH. is not

even likely to be formed at pH 0. The significant discrepancy to the experimental pKa value of

4.1 will be discussed in a separate section. In addition, if aprotonated semiquinone occurs, it is

fastly reduced to the singly protonated quinol state QH− as it can be seen from the low reaction

energy calculated for e3 (-14.95 kcal/mol). Also the reduction of the reactant state Q to the

semiquinone Q.− is associated with a low energy of -5.81 kcal/mol. In contrast, the subsequent

reduction of the semiquinone is not as favorable since it thereaction energy is slightly posi-

tive (0.87 kcal/mol). As stated above, the doubly reduced and unprotonated quinol Q2− is not

stable in aqueous solution due to its high pKa value and is therefore protonated in the reaction

following steps.
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Figure 5: Energy levels of all nine benzoquinone states compared to experiment. Energies

were calculated by the B3LYP/6-331++G(2d,2p)//CCSD/6-311G//CPCM procedure and solva-

tion energies were calculated using the Mulliken, CHELPG, npa, or mk charges. The energies

are shown for the Q, Q.−, Q2−, QH+, QH., QH−, QH2+
2 , QH.+

2 and QH2 states of benzoquinone.

The experimental values for benzo- and duroquinone are taken from Ilanet al. (1976) [32].

Calculation of Positively Charged States. Additionally, we calculated the positively charged

states to test if they are as unlikely in aqueous solution as they are generally assumed. For better

comparison with the results discussed above, the energies of all nine states are shown relative

to Q in Figure 5. The additional reaction energies for the protonation reactions p4, p5, and p6,

and the reduction reactions e4, e5 and e6 are shown in Table 4.

Both, the QH+ and the QH2+2 state are very high in energy and therefore not accessible ina

aqueous solution. Interestingly, the state energy for QH.+
2 is similar to the energies of Q.− and

QH.. For all determined charge sets except NPA, QH.+
2 is even the most stable semiquinone

state at pH 0. This finding is in agreement with experiment, where in dichloromethane at -

50◦C with strong acids the hydroquinone cation radical was found to be stable [9]. However,

the pKa value for the reaction p6 is for three charge determination methods around 1 leading

to an easy first deprotonation followed by an exergonic deprotonation of the second proton

(Table 4), because the asymmetric QH. state is less stable than Q.−. The energies for the other

two protonation reactions, p4 and p5 (from Q to QH+ and from QH+ to QH2+
2 , respectively) are

very high leading to strongly negative pKa values for both reactions. The trend is in the right

direction making the first protonation more likely than the second.

Energetics of the Different Reduction and Protonation States of Duroquinone. Since

we obtained very good agreement for benzoquinone with the experiments we consider most
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reliable, we used the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p)//CCSD/6-311G//CPCM procedure and the four

mentioned methods to determine partial charge sets to calculate energies for duroquinone. Also

experimental values exist for the reduction and protonation steps of duroquinone (Figure 2). We

followed again the data in Ilanet al. (1976). Using different charge sets, again significantly dif-

ferent results were obtained (Table 3). Once more the best agreement with the experimental val-

ues (with a mean energy difference∆∆Gp2,p3,r3 of 2.23 kcal/mol) is obtained by the Mulliken

method followed by the CHELPG approach (with a mean energy difference of∆∆Gp2,p3,r3 of

2.63 kcal/mol). Also the trend calculated for p2 and p3 is correct in our calculations. In contrast

to the benzoquinone system, the reactant state Q is not the state with the highest state energy

(Figure 4b). Especially the doubly deprotonated quinol state Q2− is much higher in energy. The

relative state energy of Q2− calculated here is close to the value calculated from experimental

data for all charge determination methods except NPA, giving confidence in our protocol. Both

semiquinone states Q.− and QH. are significantly lower in energy compared to the unprotonated

quinol state Q2−.

Duroquinone is well known for it long living and relatively stable semiquinone state espe-

cially at high pH This stability can be understood by the calculated energy levels. If duroquinone

is reduced, but the protonated states QH− and QH2 are not accessible due to the high pH of the

solution, the reaction can be trapped at reduction potentials not low enough to form Q2−. For

benzoquinone instead, the energy level of the Q2− state is not much higher than the Q.− state,

resulting in a full reduction of Q to Q2− without a stable radical intermediate (Figure 4a and

b). The differences in the energy levels of the between duro-and benzoquinone can also be

seen in the reaction energies (Table 1). For the reaction p1 we calculated a pKa value of -0.38

(0.52 kcal/mol) for benzoquinone and a pKa value of 1.67 (-2.25 kcal/mol) for duroquinone.

Thus a protonated radical is more likely to be observed for the duroquinone system.

The Mulliken calculations show a good agreement with experiments for the reactions p1, p2,

and r3 with trustable experimental data and the explanationof the erroneous assignment of ex-

perimental data to p1 given in the following section holds true for both systems (Table 3). Thus,

the developed protocol is also able to reproduce the experimental results for the duroquinone

system, which makes its applicable to other quinone systems.

Energetics of the Protonation Reaction of the Semiquinone Q.−. For both, the benzo-

and the duroquinone system, the calculated reaction energies are generally in good agreement
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with experimental data. However, the calculated protonation energy of the semiquinone Q.−

clearly differs from experimental results assigned to this reaction. For reaction p1 in the benzo-

quinone and duroquinone system a high energy difference is obtained between calculations and

experiment of about > 6 kcal/mol and > 4 kcal/mol, respectively. The reason for this discrep-

ancy could be that not the intended reaction is actually measured in the experiment. The pulse

radiolysis experiments of Willson [28] monitored the reaction of the benzoquinone system by

absorption spectroscopy at 430 nm. The intense color of the Q.− at pH 7 decayed towards lower

pH, which was attributed to the protonation of the semiquinone (reaction p1). We assume, that

instead the measured reaction is the disproportionation of the semiquinone k4 and subsequent

protonation of Q2− (Figure 2).

In fact it was stated that ’At pH = 2, however, an absorption similar to that observed in acid

t-butanol solutions of benzoquinone was apparent’. Since he measured at pH 2 - 7 the doubly

deprotonated quinol state Q2− is not stable but immediately protonates. It is very likely, that

Willson measured a mixture of the following two reactions:

2Q.− + H+ → Q + QH− k4a

and

2Q.− + 2H+ → Q + QH2 k4b.

Based on our B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p)//CCSD/6-311G//CPCM//Mulliken calculations, we

obtain for the benzoquinone system an reaction energy of -4.31 kcal/mol and -9.69 kcal/mol

for k4a and k4b, respectively. The experimental value attributed to p1 before is -5.61 kcal/mol

and lies in between the energies of k4a and k4b. Analogously, for the duroquinone system we

obtain an reaction energy of -5.53 kcal/mol and -12.28 kcal/mol for k4a and k4b, respectively.

The experimental value of -6.99 kcal/mol lies again in between the energies of k4a and k4b

Thus, it is likely, that the occurrence of radical-radical reactions, Willson considered as a pos-

sible source of errors in his experiments, plays actually a dominant role for both, the benzo-

and the duroquinone system and that the energy determined here for p1 is correct instead. In

summary, our calculations could not only be validated by their good agreement with reliable

experimental data and provide energies for reactions, which could not be measured and have

not been calculated so far, but also misinterpretations of experimental results could be detected

and corrected.
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Conclusions

The protonation and reduction scheme of the benzo- and duroquinone system is complex

and contains highly charged and radical intermediate states. In contrast to the uncharged re-

actant and product state, the intermediate states are not trivial to characterize by quantum-

chemical methods. Standard methods and basis-sets like B3LYP/6-311G fail to represent these

intermediate states. Convincing results for all microstates could be obtained combining ge-

ometry optimization at the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) level and single point calculations at the

CCSD/6-311G level. CPCM was used to optimize the electron distribution in an implicit sol-

vent. For each state charge distributions were obtained by orbital-based approaches (Mul-

liken and natural population analysis) as well as potential-based approaches (CHELPG and

Merz-Kollman). Good agreements with experimental resultswere achieved using Mulliken or

CHELPG charges for the calculation of protonation and reduction energies. Noticeably, for all

tested sets of partial charges our results for the protonation reaction of the semiquinone Q.− dif-

fer significantly from the experimentally determined values. For benzoquinone, the experiments

assigned a pKa value of about 4.1 to this reaction while our calculations indicate a pKa value

below zero. Also for duroquinone, the pKa value is 2.7 or less dependent on the charge set, but

definitively lower than the experimental value of 5.1. This discrepancy can be explained, assum-

ing that instead of the intended protonation reaction the disproportionation of the semiquinone

to Q and Q2− with subsequent protonation of Q2− to QH− and QH2 was measured.

To our knowledge, we give for the first time a complete and self-consistent description of the

energetics of all microstates in a quinone system, which agrees well with the experimental data

on the overall reaction (Q to QH2) and the two pKa values for deprotonating QH2. The newly

determined pKa value for the semiquinone protonation as well as energies ofreactions which

have not been characterized so far might facilitate both experimental and theoretical studies of

quinone systems.
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Transition probability matrix (A) Transition probability to get from state n to m in the statistical model (anm) Emission probability

matrix (B) Vector of emission probability of all K symbols at the state n (Bn) Probability of observing symbol k and being in the state

n; also named emission probability (bnk) Deletion state at position t in the pHMM (Dt) equation (eq.) Hidden Markov Model (HMM)

Insertion state at the position t in the pHMM (It) Length of the state path created by the statistical model (I) Any position in the state

path
`
i ∈ {0, ..., i, ..., I}´ (i) Number of symbols in the set of observation symbols so (K) One of the symbols out of the set of observation

symbols (k) Length of the observation sequence O (L) Any position in the observation sequence
`
l ∈ {1, ..., l, ..., L}´ (l) A statistical model

used in the Markov Chain, HMM or pHMM (λ) Optimal model of a pHMM (λ∗) Preliminary model of a pHMM (λp
) Structural model (λS )

Adjustable parameters of a model (λA) Match state at the position t in the pHMM (Mt) Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) Maximum

a posteriori (MAP) Any state of the statistical model
`
m ∈ {1...N}´ (m) Number of states in the statistical model of a Markov Chain, a

HMM or a pHMM (N ) Any state of the statistical model
`
n ∈ {1...N}´ (n) Sequence of observations (O) An observation at the position

l in the observation sequence O (ol) Position-dependent Scoring Substitution Matrix (PSSM) profile Hidden Markov Model (pHMM)

Length of an ungapped block of matches (or insertions) in the MSA (p) Initial charge distribution of the probability matrices A andB (π)

State path through the statistical model
`
Q = {qo, ..., qi, ..., QI}

´
(Q) Optimal path throuh the model (Q∗) Any observation sequence of the

set of sequences X (Ox) obtained state symbol at the position i in the state path Q (qi) Start state (q0) Stop state (qI ) the probability

of observing the aminoacid k in a random model (Rk) Set of observation sequences O
`

= {O1, ..., Ox, ..., OX}
´
; representing an MSA in

case of the pHMM (S) Set of observation symbols, which can be observed at each observation ol (so) Set of state symbols, each of them

defines a states; In addition qi can be any of these state symbols (sq) Logg-odd score of the emmision probability of the aminoacid k at the

position n in the model (s(n, k)) Length of a pHMM (T ) Any position in the pHMM (t) Viterbi trelli (vn(ot)) Log-odds of the Viterbi

trelli (V ) Amount of observation sequences of the set of observation sequences S (X) Any position in the set of observation sequence S

`
s ∈ {1, ..., x, ..., X}´ (x) Gap penalty function (γ(g))
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Profile Hidden Markov Models

Proteins of a protein family like the Type II RCs maintain normally the same or a related function.

But during evolution, their primary sequence may have diverged from each other. Thus, finding

and aligning distant related proteins is often not possible with a simple pairwise or a progressive

multiple sequence alignment (MSA). Often residues involved in the catalytic reaction, residues

determining the protein structure, and residues binding certain cofactors are highly conserved,

whereas the rest of the sequence is more variable leading to a specific conservation pattern for a

protein family. Thus, an alternative approach to perform a MSA is to use such statistical features

of the conservation pattern of a certain protein family as it is done in the profile Hidden Markov

Model (pHMM) method. Before explaining the principle of a pHMM a short introduction to the

underlying methods of the Markov chains and Hidden Markov Models (HMM) will be given in

the following.

Start Stop

W

HC

0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 Position i of the state path Q
(
i ∈ {0...I})

Start H H H C C Stop State Path Q

H H H C C Observation Sequence O

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 Position l in the observation sequence O
(
l ∈ {1...L})

a Exemplary Sequences

b Markov Chain

Figure A1: An example of a Markov chain. (a) A weather observation sequence (O) and the corresponding

state path (Q) are depicted. Additionally the position in the state path (l) and in the observation sequence (i) is

shown. (b) A Markov chain for a weather observation sequence. The states are shown in nodes (circles) and the

transitions as edges between the nodes (arrows).
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1 Markov Chains and Hidden Markov Models

1.1 Markov Chains

To generate or determine the probability of a sequence O of observations o
(
O = {o1, ...ol, ...oL}

)
with the length L observing for each position l, a certain observation ol out of a pool of possible

symbols so, Markov chains can be used. An example for such a observation sequence would be

the weather per day in a particular month as it is depicted in Figure A1a. The length L of

the observation sequence would be the days of the month and each observation ol is a certain

weather conditions like H ot, C old and W arm. The set of K possible symbols so is given by

so = {H, C, W} for observations of H ot, C old and W arm weather.

The statistical model used to create or calculate the probability of a weather observation

sequence is the Markov Chain shown in Figure A1b. In the Markov Chain, a set of N states

and transition probabilities anm between them are used for the representation of the observation

sequence. In the weather example, the N states are given by a state for each of the observation

symbols so = {H,C,W} and a special start and stop state, leading to a total of five states (see

Figure A1b). Thus, the set of state symbols sq is given by
(
sq = {H,C,W}). In the Markov

Chain the sets of observation symbols so and of state symbols sq are equivalent. However, they are

introduced here as different variables, since they differ from each other in the following statistical

models (HMM and pHMM). Transitions are allowed from the initial, the Start state to all other

states apart from the final, the Stop state, from each state apart from the Start state to the

Stop state, and from all states representing any symbol of the set of symbols so to all states

representing any symbol of the set of symbols so (see Figure A1b). Other transitions (like from

the State to the Stop state) are not allowed by the model.

By the statistical model, a state path Q
(
Q = q0, ..., qi, ..., qI

)
through the model can be

created with the length I. Since transitions from a state representing any symbol of the set of

symbols so to itself are allowed (see Figure A1b), the length of the state path Q can be higher

than the number of states N in the model. The first obtained state q0 and the last obtained state

qI in the state path Q are the Start and Stop states, respectively. The other obtained states qi
can be any of the possible state symbols sq

(
sq = {H,C,W}). Although both, the state n in the

statistical model and the obtained state qi are named state, they describe different properties: qi
is one of the obtained states in the output of the model, the state path, whereas n is one of the

internal states of the model. However, each observation sequence O can be represented by a state

path Q through the model (see Figure A1a).

For the each of the previously described transitions, transition probabilities anm are defined,

giving the probability to get from state n to state m in the model (i. e. that a Hot day is followed
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by a Cold day). Thus, a Markov chain is given by a set of N −2 states (in the used example Hot,

Cold and Warm), a special Start and Stop state and a transition probability matrix A:

A =


a12 . . . a1N

... anm
...

aN2 . . . aNN

 (1)

where each anm represents the probability of moving from state n to state m in the Markov chain.

The probabilities an1 from each state n back to the Start state (n=1) are not included in the

transition probability matrix, since it is by definition not allowed in the model to go back to the

Start state. The transitions aNm and aNN are zero since the transition from the Stop state to

each other state n and the transition from the Stop to the Stop state are by definition not allowed

in the model. Moreover the sum of all transition probabilities
(∑N

m=2 anm

)
from a certain state

n (n is not the Stop state) to all states must be one1:

N∑
m=2

anm = 1. (2)

The statistical Markov chain can be used to create a state path through the model, which resem-

bles an observation sequence O and is named state path Q. In a Markov chain the observation

sequence O and the state path Q are the same, but in the later described later described HMM

and pHMM approaches, Q is different to the observation sequence O. Thus, the state path Q is

already used here to explain the concepts of a Markov chain. The probability P (Q) of an certain

state path Q
(
Q = {q0, ...qi, ...qI}

)
, which resembles an existing observation sequence O, can be

calculated as:

P (Q) = P (qI , qI−1, ..., qi, ...q0) (3)

= P (qI |qI−1, ..., qi, ...q0)P (qI−1|qI−2, ..., qi, ...q0) . . . P (q0) (4)

where P (a) stands for the probability of the event a and P (a|b) defines the probability of observing

a in dependence of b. The first-order Markov chain assumes that the obtained symbol qi at the

position i of the state sequence Q (like for example the symbol H at position two in the state path

in Figure A1a) just depends on the previous obtained state q(i−1) at the position i−1 and not on

the obtained state at any other position qi in the state path. In other words, the probability of

obtaining the state n at the position i leading to the obtained state qi depends not on all other

obtained states
(
P (qi|qI ...q0)

)
but only on the previous symbol qi−1

(
P (qi|qi−1)

)
.

P (qi|qI ...q0) = P (qi|qi−1) (5)
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This assumption is also named first-order Markov assumption, since it means that the probability

of a particular state is only dependent on the previous state. In the weather example, the first-

order Markov assumption means, that the weather of a certain day only depends on the weather

the day before, but not on the weather of all other days of the month. The first-order Markov

assumption is a key property of Markov chains, HMMs and pHMMs. Using the first-order Markov

assumption (see eq. 5), the probability of a certain observation sequence
(
P (Q); see eq. 3

)
can

be easily calculated.

Each transition probability anm of the transition probability matrix A can be estimated by

dividing the number of all transitions from state n to state m through the number of all transitions

from state n to all.

anm =
expected.number.of.transitions.from.state.n.to.state.m

expected.number.of.transitions.from.state.n
(6)

1.2 Components of Hidden Markov Models

A Markov Chain is useful to describe an observable system like the weather in the used example.

But an observable system can also depend on a not-observable system. Extending the previously

used weather example, one could imagine, that a ice-man selling ice-cream inside a shopping

center (for example one, two or three hundred ice-cream portions per day) and is not able to see

the weather outside (could be Hot or Cold in the example used here). The observation sequence

O with the length L is now given by the amount of sold ice-cream portions observation ol at each

day/position l in the sequence, where each ol is one of the K possible symbols so
(
so = {1, 2, 3}).

Since the amount of ice-cream portions sold per day does depend on the weather, the hidden state

path Q
(
Q = {q0, ..., qi, ...qI}

)
of the length I is given by the corresponding weather conditions

(Hot and Cold), where at each position i in the hidden state path a certain state qi is obtained

out of a set of N states inside the statistical model. The N states of the model are a special Start

and Stop state, and a state for Hot and a state for Cold weather. Thus the set of state symbols

sq is given by {C,H}1. An observation sequence O and state path Q as well as the HMM for the

weather/ice-cream example is depicted in Figure A2.

Thus, the statistical model of a HMM is determined by a set of (N − 2) hidden states,

a special hidden Start and hidden Stop state, a transition or emission probability matrix A,

and for each hidden state n except the start and stop state, a probability vector Bn

(
Bn =

{bn1, ..., bnk, ..., bnK}
)

consisting of the probability for each of the K different possible observation

symbols in the set of observation symbols so. All emission vectors are stored in a matrix, the
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Start Stop

HC

B2
P (1|Hot)

P (2|Hot)

P (3|Hot)



B1
P (1|Cold)

P (2|Cold)

P (3|Cold)



0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 Position i of the state path Q
(
i ∈ {0...I})

Start Hot Hot Hot Cold Cold Stop Hidden State Path Q

.3 .3 .2 .1 .2 Observation Sequence O

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 Position l in the observation sequence O
(
l ∈ {1...L})

? ? ? ? ?

Month 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. . . .

February 1 1 1 2 1 . . .

March 1 1 2 1 1 . . .

April 1 3 3 2 1 . . .

May 3 1 1 1 3 . . .

June 1 3 2 3 3 . . .

July 3 3 1 3 3 . . .

August 2 3 3 3 3 . . .

September 3 2 3 1 1 . . .

a Exemplary Sequences

b Hidden Markov Model c Training Sequences

Figure A2: An Hidden Markov Model for the weather/ice-cream example. (a) An observation sequence

O and the corresponding hidden state path Q are depicted. (b) The HMM for the weather/ice-cream example;

observation probability vectors B1 and B2 are shown as filled light blue squares; the hidden states and the transitions

between them are shown as nodes and arrows. (c) A training set for the construction of a HMM is depicted.

observation likelihood or emission probability matrix B:

B =


b11 . . . b1K

... bnk
...

b(N−1)1 . . . b(N−1)K

 (7)

where bnk is the emission probability corresponding to the hidden state n and the observation with

the symbol k of the possible K symbols. Similar to the estimation of the transition probabilities

anm, the observation probabilities bnk can be estimated by dividing the number of times observing

the symbol k when being in the hidden state n through the number of times being in the hidden

state n:

bnk =
expected.number.of.times.in.state.n.and.observing.symbol.k

expected.number.of.times.in.state.n
(8)

As for the Markov chain, the HMM is based on the first-order Markov assumption (see eq. 5). In
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addition a second assumption, the outcome independence assumption, is made in a HMM1:

P (ol|q1...qi, ...qI , o1...ol...oL) = P (ol|qi). (9)

This outcome independence assumption means that the probability for an observation ol does

not depend on all states in the state path and not on all observations in the observation sequence(
P (ol|q1...qi, ...qI , o1...ol...oL)

)
but just depends on the actual hidden obtained state qi

(
P (ol|qi)

)
.

For the used example this assumption means, the amount of ice-cream portions sold just depend

on the weather today, but not on the weather yesterday or on the weather any day before.

1.3 Construction of a Hidden Markov Model.

A HMM is constructed from a known set of observation sequences S
(
S = {O1, . . . , Ox, . . . , OX}

)
consisting of X observation sequences and a defined symbol set (so and sq) for the observations

and hidden states in the construction or training procedure. In the here used example, the set

of observation sequences S would be the amount of ice-cream portions sold per day for several

months X (for each month x an observation sequence Ox is given; see Figure A2c), the hidden

states would be the different weather conditions
(
sq = {C,H}) and the observations would be

the different amounts ice-cream portions sold per day
(
so = {1, 2, 3}). Using this information,

the transition and emission probability matrices can be calculated. The standard algorithm is

the forward-backward or Baum-Welch Algorithm2, which trains both, the transition (A; eq. 1)

and emission (B; eq. 7) probabilities. This algorithm uses a set model λp, which includes an

initial transition and emission matrix and an initial state distribution π to calculate iteratively

the accurate probabilities of A and B. After the training, the resulting model λ with accurate

probabilities for A and B can be used to compute the likelihood of a new sequence of observations

as well as finding the best hidden state sequence Q to a given sequence of observations O. The

training procedure using the Baum-Welch algorithm as well as the other methods are not described

in more detail here, since other algorithms are preferred for the construction and utilization of a

pHMM.

2 A Profile Hidden Markov Model

HMMs can also be used to perform a MSA of a protein family. For this purpose special HMMs

were developed, the pHMMs. The idea behind a pHMM is, that the specific information about

each position in the multiple alignment of a complete protein family is stored in the emission and

transition probabilities using HMM theory. In the following the statistical model of a pHMM is

explained based on an existing alignment as it is shown in Figure A3. Several different implemen-

tations of pHMMs exist. In the work presented here, the program package HMMER4 is used and
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N-Terminus

YPx001168226..------. . . . . .EM-RTP-DHEDT--FFRDLVG--YSI---GTL-GIHRLGL. . .
YPx353330-1:..------. . . . . .EM-RTP-DHEDT--FFRDLVG--YSI---GTL-GIHRLGL. . .

AAF24304-1:...------. . . . . .EM-RTP-DHEDT--FFRDLVG--YSI---GTL-GIHRLGL. . .

BAC54027-1:...------. . . . . .EM-RTP-DHEDT--FFRDLVG--YSI---GTL-GIHRLGL. . .
RCELxRHOCA:...------. . . . . .TM-RTP-DHEDT--YFRDLMG--YSV---GTL-GIHRLGL. . .

ZPx01034623...------. . . . . .EM-KTP-DHEDT--FFRDFIG--YSV---GTL-GIHRVGF. . .

ZPx01879046...------. . . . . .EM-KTP-DHEDT--FFRDFIG--YSV---GTL-GIHRVGF. . .
AAM48657-1:...------. . . . . .TI-GTP-DHEDT--YFRDLIG--YSI---GPL-GIHRLGL. . .

YPx00131216...------. . . . . .GETYNI-VAAHG--YFGRLIFQYASF--NNSR-SLHFFLA. . .
ZPx01623631...------. . . . . .EETYNI-VAAHG--YFGRLIFQYASF--NNSR-ALHFLLG. . .

ZPx01731463...------. . . . . .EETYNL-VAAHG--YFGRLIFQYASF--NNSR-SLHFFLA. . .

ABB02355-1:...------. . . . . .EETYNI-VAAHG--YFGRLIFQYASF--NNSR-SLHFFLA. . .
AF410202x1:...------. . . . . .EETYNI-VAAHG--YFGRLFFQYASF--NNSR-PLHFFLA. . .

AF314009x1:...------. . . . . .EETYNI-VAAHG--YFGRLTFQYASF--NNSR-SLHFFLA. . .

AF315340x1:...------. . . . . .EETYNF-VAAHG--YFGRLIFQYASF--NNSR-SLHFFLA. . .
YPx731060.1...MSWIFP. . . . . .EETYNI-VAAHG--YFGRLIFQYASF--NNSR-SLHFFLA. . .

NPx925602-1...------. . . . . .EETYNI-SAAHG--YISRLVFQYFAFWGANSR-SLHFIMA. . .

gi|146278067

gi|77463826

gi|6690736

gi|27530687

gi|132180

gi|85703519

gi|149202073

gi|21328651

gi|150251436

gi|119492284

gi|126660350

gi|77744799

gi|15529753

gi|12620335

gi|12620386

gi|113954773

gi|37521275

{L subunit

{D1 subunit

Position in the Alignment l
123456. . . . . .NPx924652-1...1234567892123456789312345678941234567895
NPx924652-1...123456. . . . . .1234567890123456789012345678901234567890. . .

Example Hidden State Path QNPx924652-1...IIIIII. . . . . .MMDMMMIMMMMMIIMMMMMMMIIMMMIIDMMMDMMMMMMM. . .

Position in the Hidden State Path i
NPx924652-1...123456. . . . . .1234567892123456789312345678941234567895
NPx924652-1...123456. . . . . .1234567890123456789012345678901234567890. . .

Partial Alignment

Figure A3: Part of a multiple sequence alignment. The depicted partial MSA is taken from an alignment

of the L and D1 subunits of type II RC proteins. The position l in the depicted MSA does not represent the

numbering of the complete MSA. An example of an ungapped part, an insertion, a deletion, and an insertion

before the N-Terminal region are framed red, black, green and underlined in yellow, respectively. Each sequence

can be identified by the shown GenBank Identifier3. In addition to the partial alignment, an exemplary hidden

state path Q and the position i in the hidden state path is depicted.

thus, in addition to the main concepts of pHMMs, the description will focus on the algorithms

used by this program package.

2.1 Definition of the profile Hidden Markov Model.

A MSA S consists of X aligned sequences and can thus be described by an set of observation

sequences as it was done in the weather/ice-cream example (see Figure A2). Each row of the MSA

S
(
S = {O1, . . . , Ox, . . . , OX}

)
is an observation sequence OX and represents a ’single aligned

sequence’. Such a ’single aligned sequence’ would be for example the aligned sequence of the

L subunit with the GenBank Identifier3 gi|146278067 in Figure A3. Each observation ol can

be one of the twenty (K=20) aminoacids represented in their one letter code. Thus, the set of

observation symbols so is given by the one letter code of the aminoacids and the symbol (-) for
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a gap
(
sq = {A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, Y, −})1,4. The

hidden states, which were in the previous example the different possible weather events, are now

named Match, Deletion, and Insertion state and are represented with the symbols sq = {M, D, I}.
Additionally a special Start and Stop state exist in the pHMM approach. In the previously

explained Markov chains and HMM each symbol of the set of symbols sq (like Hot for the

weather/ice-cream example; see Figure A2) forms a single state occurs only once in the build

model. In contrast, in a pHMM the three symbols {M, D, I} for of hidden states (Match, Inser-

tion and Deletion) occur more than once in the model. The statistical model thus consists of N

hidden states and T positions, where at the first and the last positions, the Start and Stop state is

placed, respectively. At any position t
(
t 6= {0, T}) in the model all the three hidden state types

can occur apart from the first (the Start state) and the last (the Stop state). In the following,

the three types of hidden states, the building of a pHMM and the utilization of a scoring matrix

for the emission probabilities will be explained.

2.2 Organization of a profile Hidden Markov Model

Each position in a sequence Ox of a MSA S, such as the MSA shown in Figure A3, can be

described by either a match or a gap in respect to the same position in the complete alignment.

Gaps can than be subdivided into insertions and deletions. A match is defined as a position

where in all sequences an aminoacid is found. A deletion in a certain sequence occurs when

the aminoacid sequence is shifted by one, meaning that this aminoacid is missing compared to

the other sequences. An insertion means that a portion of the sequence Ox does not match to

anything in the model. Examples for deletion, insertion and matches are marked in Figure A3.

In the pHMM approach, to each of these three different types of positions in an MSA a state

symbol is assigned. Gaps tend to line up with each others leading to ungapped blocks, without

any deletions or insertions (as marked in Figure A3 at the position l 25-31). Each position in

such an ungapped regions is described by the hidden state symbol M and is named Match state.

Thus, the pHMM for an ungapped region with the length p would consist of p Match states

and transitions Mt → Mt+1 between them. Thus, the length T of an existing pHMM would

increase due to p new Match states. A pHMM consisting of Match states is shown exemplary in

Figure A4a.

For an insertion area with the length p in the alignment (as marked in Figure A3 at the

position l 37/38), a single Insertion state is added in the pHMM as it is depicted in Figure A4b.

In principle, in the MSA each match could be followed by an insertion and thus to each Match

state an Insertion state is assigned in the model. Consequently, the Insertion states do not change

the length T of previously existing statistical model. For an Insertion state It in the statistical
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Start StopMt Start StopMt Mt+1

It

Start StopMt

Dt Dt+1

Mt+1 Start StopMt

It

Dt

a Match States b Match and Insert States

c Match and Deletion States d Complete pHMM

Figure A4: Stepwise construction of a profile Hidden Markov Model. (a) The first model consists of only

Match states. Either an Insertion state (b) or Deletion states (c) are added. (d) The complete pHMM consisting

of Match, Insertion and Deletion states. The Match, Insertion and Deletion states are shown as squares, diamonds,

and circles, respectively. For clarity, only the hidden states and the transition probabilities are shown. Additional

to each Match and Insertion state, emission probabilities for each aminoacid exist. The picture is modified from

Reference A4.

model additional transitions for going to the Insertion state Mt → It and for going from the

Insertion state to the next Match state It →Mt+1 are needed. Since the insertion region can be

more than a single aminoacid (for example in Figure A3 at the positions l 37/38, two aminoacids

form an insertion), there must also be the possibility to get from an Insertion state into the same

Insertion state. Thus, an additional transition
(
It → It

)
is needed for looping the Insertion state5.

In the pHMM approach deletions of a MSA (see Figure A3 at the position l 3) are represented

by Deletion states. In the MSA each match could be principally be followed by a deletion, and

thus a Deletion state has to be assigned to each Match state in the model (see Figure A4c). Such

an assignment does not lead to an increase of the length T . Also for the Deletion state, additional

transitions are needed, namely for going from a Match state to a Deletion state
(
Mt → Dt

)
, for

going from a Deletion state to the next Deletion state
(
Dt → Dt+1

)
and from a Deletion state to

the next Match state
(
Dt →Mt+1

)
.

It is also possible that a sequence of aminoacids is fused to the N-Terminus of the protein
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of a certain species during evolution. Such a fusion would be represented by an Insertion state

in the pHMM. This special Insertion state cannot be assigned to any Match state and is thus

assigned to the Start state. Consequently an additional transition from the Start state to the

Insertion is needed
(
Start → I0

)
. It is also possible, that the C-Terminus of a certain protein

is missing (represented by a Deletion state in the pHMM) or the protein’s chain is elongated

(represented by an Insertion state in the pHMM). Consequently, also transitions from the last

Deletion and Insertion state to the Stop state
(
IT−1 → Stop and DT−1 → Stop

)
are needed. In

the resulting pHMM the Insertion states are added between the Deletion and Match states and

also transitions Dt → It between them, even they are very improbable. The resulting complete

pHMM is depicted in Figure A4d.

2.3 Construction of a profile Hidden Markov Model

The construction of a pHMM using an existing MSA is not trivial, since the length T of the

model λ can differ, depending on which columns in the alignment are assigned to Insert states.

An example for a MSA and different assignments of columns are shown exemplary in Figure A5.

Here four different models (λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4) are depicted. Model λ2 has the highest number of

positions (T=7), since all positions in the alignment are assigned to Match states in the model. In

contrary, Model λ3 is the shortest model since the position two, three and four in the alignment

are assigned to an Insertion state and thus, the pHMM consists of just four positions. Model

λ1 and λ4 have the same number of positions (T=5), however, the assignment of Insertion and

Match states differs between the two models. Using model λ1 would lead to other probabilities

for a certain set of observation sequences compared to model λ4. But model λ1 might represent

the existing MSA better than the model λ4. Thus, the most important task for constructing a

pHMM is to find the optimal model λ∗, which is the model, best representing the existing MSA.

For an MSA with the length L there are in principle 2L possible pHMMs, and thus the main

problem is to find the optimal model5. Based on an existing MSA, there are in principle three

approaches to find the optimal model: manual construction, heuristic construction and MAP

(maximum a posteriori) construction5. Manual construction means, that the user marks each of

the columns in a MSA as Match, Deletion or Insertion state by hand. In a heuristic construction,

a pre-set rule determines whether a column should be marked as a Match state. Such a rule could

be for example, that the portion of gaps in the column is under a certain threshold. The best

way is to use the MAP algorithm, which uses the Bayes rule to find the optimal model λ∗. The

Bayes rule defines, that the probability P (λ|S) of a certain model λ in dependence of the used

MSA S is given by the probability P (S|λ) that all sequences are build by the model divided by
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a Multiple sequence alignment

gi|146278067jjjbbbI - - - G

gi|77463826jjjbbbbI - - - G

gi|21328651jjjbbbbF - - N N

gi|119492284jjjbbbF - - N N

gi|37522225jjjbbbbF W G A N

Position l.jjhhjjb.......1 2 3 4 5

b Different Possible Models

Position l 1 2 3 4 5

Model λ1 M I i M M
Position t1 1 2 3

Model λ2 M D D M M
Position t2 1 2 3 4 5

Model λ3 M I i i M
Position t3 1 2

Model λ4 M D I i M
Position t4 1 2 3

c Architecture of the models

Model λ2

Start StopM1 M2 M3 M4 M5

I0 I1 I2 I3 I4 I5

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

Model λ3

Start StopM1 M2

I0 I1 I2

D1 D2

Model λ1/ λ4

Start StopM1 M2 M3

I0 I1 I2 I3

D1 D2 D3

Figure A5: Finding the optimal model. A part of the model construction of a pHMM for the L/D1 subunit

of the Type II RC is shown. (a) An part of the MSA is shown. The position l in the MSA are marked. (b) The

assignment of the Match, Deletion and Insertion states to the given MSA in four different models. Additionally to

each model, the position t of the model is marked. (c) The architecture of different possible models
`
λ1, λ2, λ3,

and λ4

´
are depicted. Model 1 and 4 have the same architecture.

the probability of the MSA
(
P (S)

)
and the model

(
P (λ)

)
.

P (λ|S) =
P (S|λ)P (λ)

P (S)
(10)

The probability P (S|λ), also named likelihood indicates how good the actual model λ is. It

defines the probability, that each sequence Ox of a set of observations sequences S (which would

be any MSA) consisting of X sequences
(
O1, ..., Ox, ...OX

)
is generated by the model λ6.

P (S|λ) = ΠX
x=1P (Ox|λ) (11)

meaning that the probability
(
P (S|λ)

)
that all sequences of the set S are build by the used model

λ is given the probabilities
(
P (Ox|λ)

)
that each of the ’single aligned sequences’ Ox is build by

the used model λ. The probability P (S) in eq. 10 can also be seen as the probability that all

sequences of a MSA occur randomly. This probability is a normalization constant and in case of

finding the optimal model λ∗ it can be left out, changing eq. 11 to:

P (λ|S) = P (S|λ)P (λ). (12)
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The probability P (λ|S) is also named the posterior probability, whereas the probability P (λ)

is named prior probability. The prior probability is used to sort out models, which are wrong

or uninteresting. The prior probability is determined by the probability of the model structure(
P (λS)

)
and by the probability of the adjustable parameters

(
P (λA|λs)

)
:

P (λ) = P (λS)P (λA|λs). (13)

The probability P (λS) is used to penalize model with many positions (with a high T ). The

adjustable parameters λA are given by the transition and emission matrices A and B7,8. To

estimate the transition and emission matrices in order to calculate the probability P (λA), different

methods exists. One possibility is be to assume that each transition and emission have same

probability. Another possibility is to determine the transition probability anm by transforming

eq. 6 to:

anm =
cnm + αnm∑m
1 cnm + αnm

(14)

where cnm is the number of counted transitions from the hidden state n to the state m and αnm

is the Dirichlet prior term. The Dirichlet prior terms (used commonly in Bayesian statistics) for

emission probabilities were determined experimentally for for the transitions between the possible

states (the Match, Insertion, Deletion, Start and Stop state) using existing pHMMs of a wide

variety of protein sequences in the past. Moreover, Dirichlet prior terms were also determined

experimentally for each possible aminoacid from existing MSAs and pHMMs of a wide variety

of protein sequences in the past5,6, 9–11. Since the Dirichlet prior terms are determined from

existing MSAs and pHMMs, they include already information about how probable it is to find a

certain aminoacid at a certain position in the MSA. By using Dirichlet terms also the possibility

of overfitting the model is reduced5.

For the optimal model λ∗, the posterior probability P (λ|S) is maximal. The MAP algorithm

starts at an arbitrary starting point and tries to find the local maximum of P (λ|S) by iteratively

re-estimating the model. Once having found the optimal model, the emission and transition

probabilities could be calculated as for the HMM (see eq. 6 and eq. 8) by simply counting up the

number of times each transition or emission is used (see Figure A6). However, the calculation of

these probabilities is done more sophisticated and will be explained in the next following section.

In addition to the method presented here to construct a pHMM from a existing accurate

alignment, there is also an approach to build the model using the unaligned sequences. This is

done with the Baum-Welch algorithm2. However, this way of constructing a pHMM is not used

in the work presented here and will thus not be described in further detail.
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a Multiple sequence alignment

gi|146278067jjjbbbI - - - G

gi|77463826jjjbbbbI - - - G

gi|21328651jjjbbbbF - - N N

gi|119492284jjjbbbF - - N N

gi|37522225jjjbbbbF W G A N

Position l.jjhhjjb........1 2 3 4 5

Position l.jjhhjjb........1 1 1 2 3

c Observed emmision/transition counts

0 1 2 3

A - 0 1 0

I - 2 0 0

F - 3 0 0

G - 0 0 2

N - 0 2 3

G 0 1 0 0

W 0 1 0 0

M-M 5 2 3 5

M-I 0 1 0 0

M-D 0 2 2 0

I-M 0 1 0 0

I-I 0 1 0 0

I-D 0 0 0 0

D-M - 0 2 0

D-I - 0 0 0

D-D - 0 0 0

match

emissions

insert

emissions

state

transitions

model positions

{
{{b pHMM architecture

Start StopM M M

I I I I

DD D

0 1 2 3 4

Figure A6: Calculation of the emission and transition probabilities. A part of the model construction of

a pHMM for the L/D1 subunit of RC proteins is shown. (a) In the shown partial MSA, the three columns marked,

which are assigned as Match states in the model. (b) The assignment of transition and emission counts based on

the MSA. (c) The used pHMM architecture. The picture is modified from Reference A4.

2.4 Calculation of Emission Probabilities: Scoring Matrix and Gap Penalties

Several of the explained approaches to construct and utilize pHMMs are implemented as Dy-

namic programming algorithms. Commonly, dynamic programming algorithms are used to solve

optimization problems over a N-dimensional search space. Therefore the large problem of finding

the optimum is broken down into several sub-problems which can be solved. After solving a sub-

problem incrementally, the next sub-problem can be solved without changing the solution of the

other sub-problems leading in the end to a solution of the large problem. Dynamic programming

algorithms are also used in pairwise sequence alignment approaches such as for example in the

Needleman-Wunsch algorithm12 or in the Smith-Waterman algorithm13 or in progressive MSA

approaches such as ClustalW?. In pairwise alignment, progressive MSA and pHMM methods, the

dynamic programming algorithms are based on a scoring matrix and a gap penalty function γ(g).

To define a scoring matrix for emission probabilities, first one needs to define the probability
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P (Ox|λ) of a ungapped block of a sequence Ox of the length p (all match states) starting at the

position po in the pHMM λ as5:

P (Ox|λ) = Πp
t=p0

btk (15)

where btk is the emission probability of a certain aminoacid k out of a set of observation symbols

so at the position t in the model λ. Normally one determines the probability of this sequence

Ox in relation to a random model Rk, since it ensures that the emission probabilities resemble

characteristics of the protein family and not the probability of the aminoacid to occur in any

protein sequence. The random model Rk assumes, that the probabilities of the aminoacid at the

same position in two sequences is just the product of the probabilities of each aminoacid5. Thus,

the probability P (Ox|λ) can be rewritten as:

P (Ox|λ) = Πr
t=1

btk
Rk

. (16)

For P (Ox|λ) the so called log-odd score s(t, k) can be defined:

s(t, k) =
r∑

t=r0

log
btk
Rk

. (17)

Instead of probabilities Log-odd scores are used for the scoring matrix and later for the gap penalty

function γ(g), since logarithmic values reduce the run-time of the used algorithms significantly by

replacing multiplications by additions. The scores log btk
Rk

are defined for each position t and each

aminoacid k and fill a matrix. This matrix is very similar to the scoring matrices used normally

in progressive MSA like BLOSUM14 and PAM15. These usual scoring matrix are given by the

aminoacid exchange probabilities estimated from a huge variety of different protein sequences with

a certain identity. In contrast the scoring matrix S(t, k) of the pHMM, is given by the probabilities

of observing the aminoacid k at position t in the model λ. Thus the scoring matrix is specific

for the a certain protein family. Such a scoring matrix is named position specific score matrix

(PSSM). The different scoring matrices in progressive MSA and pHMM are a central reason,

why pHMMs can align sequences with very small identities where progressive MSA algorithms

fail5,16,17.

However, a large number of sequences is required for constructing the pHMM. Otherwise some

transitions or emissions might not be observed in the training alignment. The probabilities of

these transitions and emissions would therefore set to zero, meaning they would not be allowed for

further alignments. Thus pseudo counts are added to the observed frequencies5. Pseudo counts

can be calculated using different methods such as simple pseudo counts, Dirichlet mixtures,

substitution matrix mixtures and estimation based on an ancestor. The simplest method is to

use the Laplace’s rule to determine the pseudo counts. As a Simple Pseudo count method, in the
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Laplace’s rule a pseudo count of 1 is used for each aminoacid5. The PSSM is than calculated as

described above.

For an insert region of the alignment, it is assumed, that the probability for each aminoacid

is described appropriate by a random model, in which for example the probability of each amino

acid is set to 1
20

9. Normally the previous described random model Rk is used here as well5. The

costs of an insertion with the length r starting at the position i in the state path Q and at the

corresponding position t in the model can be defined as:

γ(g) = log aMtIt + log aItMt+1 + (r − 1) log aIt (18)

where aMtIt is the transition probability from the hidden match state M to the insertion state I

at the position j in the pHMM, aItMt+1 is the transition probability from the insertion state It to

the next match state Mt+1, and aIt is transition probability that the insertion state is followed by

another insertion state5. The costs for an insertion describe the score for the corresponding gap

in the alignment. Thus, also the gap penalties γ(g) are position-dependent unlike in progressive

MSAs, where the gap penalties are position-independent9.

2.5 Multiple Sequence Alignment with a profile Hidden Markov Model.

Once a pHMM is build, it can be used to produce a MSA from a set of unaligned sequences.

Therefore, first each sequence is aligned to the model using the Viterbi algorithm, and second

the individual alignments are merged to the resulting MSA. The Viterbi algorithm finds the

most probable path Q∗ through the model, computing the best hidden state path for a given

observation sequence Ox. The best hidden state path Q∗ resembles the correct alignment of the

used sequence.

The probability P (q0, ..., qi, o1, ...ol|λ)) defines how probable it is to be in the obtained hidden

state qi and observing ol of the observation sequence Ox after having seen (l − 1) observations

(o1, ..., ol−1) of the sequence Ox and following the hidden path Q
(
Q = q0, ..., qi−1

)
in the pHMM.

To find the most probable path Q∗ from the Start state to the position n through the model λ,

one has to maximize the probability P (q0, ..., qi, o1, ...ol−1|λ)). Therefore so called Viterbi trellis

vi(ol) are introduced:

vi(ol) = max
q0,...qi−1

P (q0, ..., qi−1, o1, ..., ol, qi|λ) (19)

Reformulating eq.[ 19] leads to:

vi(ol) = max
q0,...qi−2

P (q0, ..., qi−2, o1, ..., ol−1, qi−1|λ)P (ol, qi|λ) (20)

= max
q0,...qi−1

v(i−1)(ol−1)ȧ(i−1)iḃik (21)
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Start V G Y . . .

Start/I0 V (0) = 0 V I
0 (1) = log aSI0 V I

0 (2) = log aI0I0 V I
0 (3) = log aI0I0 . . .

M1 forbidden V M
1 (1) = V (0) + log aSM1 . . . . . . . . . . . .

I1 forbidden V I
1 (0) = log

b1V
RV

+ max

8>>>>><>>>>>:
V M
1 (0) + log aM1I1

V I
1 (0) + log aI1I1

V D
1 (0) + log aD1I1

. . . . . . . . .

D1 V D
1 (0) = logaSD1 V D

1 (1) = V I
1 (0) + log aI0D1 . . .
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Figure A7: Table of Viterbi Trellis. The principle filling the Viterbi trellis V in a table is depicted for an

example sequence VGY. The hidden state Start is shown as S in the table. For more details see text.

meaning that the Viterbi trelli of going from the observed state i − 1 to observed state i and

observing ol is just the maximum of the transition probability (a(i−1)i) for moving from the

observed state i− 1 to observed state i, of observing the symbol k at the position i (bik) and the

Viterbi trelli of the position i− 1. In other words, knowing already the most probable path from

the first to the (i − 1)th position in the state path Q, the next most probable step in the path

is easy to calculate1,5. Since in a pHMM three different types of hidden states exist, these three

states have also to be taken into account. Moreover, one normally uses the logg-odd values of the

Viterbi trellis Vi(ol). Assuming that one obtains a Match state at position i in the hidden state

path Q and observing the symbol k at the observation ol, one can define the Viterbi trelli VM
i as:

VM
i (ol) = log

bik
Rk

+ max


VM

i−1(ol−1) + log aMi−1Mi

V I
i−1(ol−1) + log aIi−1Mi

V D
i−1(ol−1) + log aDi−1Mi

(22)

Equivalent the Viterbi trellis V I
i (ol) are defined for obtaining at position i in the state path an

Insertion state:

V I
i (ol) = log

bik
Rk

+ max


VM

i−1(ol−1) + log aMi−1Ii

V I
i−1(ol−1) + log aIi−1Ii

V D
i−1(ol−1) + log aDi−1Ii

(23)

and for a obtaining a a Deletion state at position i in the state path Q:

V D
i (ol) = max


VM

i−1(ol−1) + log aMi−1Di

V I
i−1(ol−1) + log aIi−1Di

V D
i−1(ol−1) + log aDi−1Di

(24)
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In the last equations, the transition probabilities such as for example aMi−1Ii stand for the transi-

tion probabilities for the to the position i in the state path corresponding position t in the model

λ. Using the equations for the Viterbi trellis VM
i , V I

i , and V D
i a table can be filled having in the

VGYSIGTL

VGYSIGTL

TFQYASFNNSR

IFQYASFNNSR

IFQYASFTNSR
Start V G Y . . .

Start/I0 0.00 -0.70 -0.80 -1.10 . . .

M1 - -0.06 -1.29 -0.41 . . .

I1 - -0.30 -0.56 -1.37 . . .

D1 -0.78 -1.10 -1.20 -1.02 . . .

M2 - -0.92 -0.34 -0.93 . . .

I2 - -1.23 -0.58 -0.45 . . .

D2 -1.23 -1.45 -1.32 -0.90 . . .
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Position 1 2 insert 3 4 5 6 7 8

V G Y S I - G T L

V G Y S I - G T L

T F QYA S F N N S R

I F QYA S F N N S R

I F QYA S F T N S R

VGY..SI---GTL

VGY..SI---GTL

TFQYASF--NNSR

IFQYASF--NNSR

IFQYASF--TNSR

a Example Sequences b Viterbi Calculation

c Most probable path for each sequence d Resulting Alignment

Figure A8: Computation of a Multiple Sequence Alignment using an existing profile Hidden Markov

Model. (a) Sequences, which should be aligned to an existing pHMM. (b) Calculation of the Viterbi trellis. The

resulting most probable path Q∗ is marked by red arrows and frames. (c) The most probable path Q∗ for each

sequence through the pHMM. (d) The resulting alignment. Dots represent, that the insertion at this position is

shorter than the maximal one. Dashes stand for a deletion.

columns the observation sequence Ox and in the rows the possible hidden states (see Figure A7).

Since for the Start state, some hidden states cannot be obtained (like for example M0), the

Viterbi equations can be simplified for these states. In Figure A7 such an table of Viterbi trellis

is shown. During the filling each cell, a reference to the previous obtained hidden state with

maximal probability is set.
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The trelli V Stop in the final cell (not depicted in Figure A7) has the best score. The most

probable path Q∗ is build up in reverse order using the references set in the filling procedure and

starting in the end of the matrix (traceback procedure). At each step one moves from the current

cell (i, l) to one of the cells (i − 1, l − 1) to which the reference is pointing. Thus, one can add

the symbol of qi−1 to the hidden state path Q∗. Traceback algorithms are also used in ’normal’

sequence alignments such as in the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm12, which is used to find the

optimal global alignment of two sequences, or in the Smith-Waterman algorithm13, which is used

to find the optimal local alignment of two subsequences5.

In Figure A8 an example of a MSA done with a pHMM is depicted. For each sequence (see

Figure A8a) to be aligned, the table of trellis is calculated. After filling up the Viterbi table

with the Viterbi trellis and references, the most probable path Q∗ is found by back-tracking from

the last trelli V Stop in the hidden state path to the first maximal trelli i = 0 (see Figure A8b)

as explained before. The Viterbi algorithm is repeated for each sequence, resulting in a most

probable path of hidden states Q∗ for each of the sequences (see Figure A8c) .Afterward, the

maximum number of inserted residues for each Insertion state is calculated and based on this

information, the MSA can be build (see Figure A8d).

2.6 Limitations and Advantages of the profile Hidden Markov Model Approach.

The here described pHMM is used to build MSA of protein families. However, the model has

some limitations arising from simplifications made in the model. First, the pHMM approach

is linear and thus not able to model higher order correlations between the aminoacids such as

hydrogen bonds, electrostatic interaction which are given by the three dimensional arrangement

of the aminoacids in the protein. Second, it is assumed, that the probability of an aminoacid

sequence can be found by multiplying the probability of the each aminoacid position in the

sequence. This assumption is only valid if the probability of each aminoacid is independent of

the other aminoacids, which is not always the case. Hydrophobic for example aminoacids often

cluster together inside the protein because of their hydrophobicity and thus their positions would

not be independent of each other.

However, the previously described limitations are not only limitations valid for the pHMM

approach, but also for some of progressive MSA approaches. The described high order correlation

and clustering of aminoacids can however be included in the MSA by using structural information

of the protein for the MSA calculation like it is for example done in the stacchato18 program of

the BioInfo3D program package19. A pHMM build on such a MSA including structural informa-

tion is therefore more reliable especially for protein families with low sequence identity20. Such

an approach is used in the work presented here. But in contrast to normal progressive MSA
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approaches (which uses position-independent scoring matrices), the pHMM uses a PSSM and

position dependent gap penalties and can thus store the characteristic conservation pattern of

a protein family. Consequently it is possible to align evolutionary related sequences with low

sequence identity, for which the normal progressive alignment methods often fail16,17,21.
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4 List of Abbreviations

A Transition probability matrix

anm Transition probability to get from state n to m in the statistical model

B Emission probability matrix

Bn Vector of emission probability of all K symbols at the state n

bnk Probability of observing symbol k and being in the state n; also named

emission probability

Dt Deletion state at position t in the pHMM

eq. equation

HMM Hidden Markov Model

It Insertion state at the position t in the pHMM

I Length of the state path created by the statistical model

i Any position in the state path
(
i ∈ {0, ..., i, ..., I})

K Number of symbols in the set of observation symbols so

k One of the symbols out of the set of observation symbols

L Length of the observation sequence O

l Any position in the observation sequence
(
l ∈ {1, ..., l, ..., L})

λ A statistical model used in the Markov Chain, HMM or pHMM

λ∗ Optimal model of a pHMM

λp Preliminary model of a pHMM

λS Structural model

λA Adjustable parameters of a model

Mt Match state at the position t in the pHMM

MSA Multiple sequence alignment
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MAP Maximum a posteriori

m Any state of the statistical model
(
m ∈ {1...N})

N Number of states in the statistical model of a Markov Chain, a HMM or a

pHMM

n Any state of the statistical model
(
n ∈ {1...N})

O Sequence of observations

ol An observation at the position l in the observation sequence O

PSSM Position-dependent Scoring Substitution Matrix

pHMM profile Hidden Markov Model

p Length of an ungapped block of matches (or insertions) in the MSA

π Initial charge distribution of the probability matrices A andB

Q State path through the statistical model
(
Q = {qo, ..., qi, ..., QI}

)
Q∗ Optimal path throuh the model

Ox Any observation sequence of the set of sequences X

qi obtained state symbol at the position i in the state path Q

q0 Start state

qI Stop state

Rk the probability of observing the aminoacid k in a random model

S Set of observation sequences O
(

= {O1, ..., Ox, ..., OX}
)
; representing an

MSA in case of the pHMM

so Set of observation symbols, which can be observed at each observation ol

sq Set of state symbols, each of them defines a states; In addition qi can be any

of these state symbols

s(n, k) Logg-odd score of the emmision probability of the aminoacid k at the

position n in the model
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T Length of a pHMM

t Any position in the pHMM

vn(ot) Viterbi trelli

V Log-odds of the Viterbi trelli

X Amount of observation sequences of the set of observation sequences S

x Any position in the set of observation sequence S
(
s ∈ {1, ..., x, ..., X})

γ(g) Gap penalty function
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